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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
OPTi (Optimisation of District Heating and Cooling Systems) aims to establish a framework that describes the
correlations between consumption from DHC (District Heating and Cooling) systems and the factors that
influence the demand side and its participation, hence constituting a key factor for the effective design of
incentive-based ADR contracts from the provider's side.
In that context, this deliverable entitled D3.2: Economic modelling and sustainability, and in accordance to
the objectives set in the DoW (and in fact going a bit further), concludes the theoretical work carried out by
OPTi WP3 in respect to modelling consumer preferences, designing efficient incentives and contracts and
providing an economic sustainability analysis of the OPTi environment.
The graphical overview of WP3 in terms of tasks, (main) produced research results and exploitation assets is
shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. WP3 snapshot [tasks->results->assets]

The present deliverable follows-up the theoretical work of D3.1 and presents additional novel work that not
only contributes to the WP3 economic work but sets the ground for the economic evaluation of the project
in the context of WP6 and in the creation of OPTi business models at the end of the project, as part of the
WP7 work. Finally, throughout D3.2 particular emphasis is placed on how the WP3 work will provide tangible
exploitable assets. Thus, D3.2 presents in detail these assets too.
In particular, the work presented in this deliverable is summarized as follows.
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Social welfare maximization for fair distribution of thermal comfort among consumers (Section 2)
Section 2, in the context of Task 3.2 work and building on previous Task 3.1 work, explores the possibilities
of imparting Demand Response in District Heating and Cooling networks to optimize a set of social welfare
based objectives among the network agents (buildings). A DHC network consists of a centralized heat source
(or cooling source) which heats (or cools) a fluid that is then distributed across a network of pipes to building
customers for their space heating (or cooling) purposes. Such centralized sources of heating (or cooling) are
often operated through relatively greener energy sources such as renewable energy or from the waste heat
of factories. Hence, due to the intermittent character of such energy sources, we seek to develop centralized
Demand Response strategies that aim to increase the overall social welfare among buildings in a DHC
network, especially in cases where the resource (energy) for operating the centralized heat pump is
constrained. Our proposed Demand Response methodologies are centralized and based on simple
thermostatic control of agent buildings in the network by a central network manager (utility). In this setting,
we study the Demand Response problem under different system objectives and system scenarios. The results
indicate interesting insights on the designing of incentive-based ADR contracts in an effective way. However,
the energy provider should decide on the optimal combination of the targeting approach and the associated
policies by taking into account the trade-offs between the total incentives to be offered and the social welfare
achieved, as well as the associated implementation overhead.
Net Benefit based Incentives for ADR Contracts (NBIADR) - Extensions for OPTi Trials (Section 3)
The objective of Task 3.2 is to design effective ADR contracts, which will accommodate societally and
economically efficient incentive schemes that will simulate consumers’ engagement in the proposed DHC
tailored ADR programs. Section 3 builds on the theoretical work previously presented in Deliverable D3.1 and
proposes different ways of exploiting the results in the environmental setup defined by the real trials in the
context of the OPTi project. In particular, (i) an extension of the consumer thermal comfort model in order
to represent buildings and apartments and two different cases of models (namely homogeneous and nonhomogeneous apartments) for achieving this objective based on their physical characteristics and
consumption patterns (ii) an extension of the Net Benefit-based Incentives in ADR Contracts (NBIADR)
selection algorithm in order to select the optimal set of consumers to be targeted for DR and three
accompanying approaches that target either entire buildings or apartments or buildings first and then
apartments in them, thus adapting the algorithm along the lines of experiments to be conducted in Lulea,
Sweden. Both the cases of models and the different targeting approaches can be utilised by the energy
providers and/or the building managers in order to apply more efficient ADR programs.
Optimal Targeting of (Non-) Rational Residential Users with Automated Demand Response (Section 4)
Section 4, also in the context of Task 3.2 work, pertains to the definition and investigation of different
incentive schemes by focusing also on the behavioural (psychological) aspects of the consumer. It embraces
the insights obtained by the thorough analysis of the state-of-the-art on topics of behavioural aspects of D3.1
and exploits previous work included in D3.1 and published in (Minou et al., 2015). More specifically, Section
4 proposes a methodology for designing efficient contract-based ADR programs taking into account
consumers’ preferences and external context and by exploiting the altruistic nature of consumers in order to
assess their impact on the overall utility of the community and the total incentives to be offered by the
provider. The methodology adopts in part the model presented by (Charness & Rabin, 2002), according to
which a consumer's overall utility function is given by a combination of his own monetary payoff and of the
payoffs of all players, and introduces three different approaches of applying the Net Benefit-based Incentives
in ADR Contracts (NBIADR) methodology in conjunction with such behavioural aspects.. These approaches
treat in a different manner the altruists in a society, since in general their existence affects positively the
social welfare of the system and thus contributes to the accomplishment of provider's overall objectives.
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Smart Energy Generation Algorithm (The SEGA tool) (Section 5)
Section 5 presents the SEGA (Smart Energy Generation Algorithm) tool, to be developed for the purposes
(and requirements) of the Mallorca trial. SEGA aims to estimate the optimal energy generation mix and the
Demand Response events to be executed in the Son Llatzer hospital (which is an OPTi pilot site) in order to
maximize profit (economic gain) and at the same time reduce CO2 emissions (environmental gain). The
design and intelligence of this tool, since it is considered as an economic optimisation software, has been
produced in the context of WP3’s economic sustainability task (Task 3.3) and will be developed in a Matlab
modelling and execution environment in the context of other OPTi WPs. The SEGA tool also constitutes one
of project’s tangible and exploitable assets. Section 5 presents the detailed functionality of the tool and how
this is going to be used and evaluated in the context of OPTi trials in WP6.
The OPTi economic sustainability evaluation (Section 6)
Furthermore, also in the context of Task 3.3, Section 6 provides a holistic economic sustainability analysis
methodology through applying the smart grid cost benefit analysis (CBA) developed by the European Unions’
Joint Research Centre (JRC) but tailored innovatively by the WP3 team to the District Heating and Cooling
networks and evaluated using the Lulea Energy pilot case. The chosen methodology aims to combine the CBA
assessment framework with the project’s defined Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) and data from the OPTi
framework, considering also the social and environmental perspectives and integrating the CBA analysis with
the WP7 business modelling framework (presented in D7.4 Business and Exploitation Plan ver.1). Moreover,
such an analysis will strengthen the exploitation potential of the OPTi assets by providing valuable input to
the business models and plans of the partners as well as guidelines for beneficial adoption of OPTi assets by
them. The CBA-based tool used for the evaluation is itself an OPTi asset as it is designed in order to be utilised
by other DHC projects in the energy community. In the current timeframe of the completion of this
deliverable (M18) the project is going through its technical integration and pilot executions phases. Thus, no
complete results on KPIs from the various scenarios are available. Therefore, the CBA methodology has been
applied up to a certain point, leaving the complete evaluation to be concluded in the context of WP6 (project
evaluation) and WP7 work (business modelling).
The present deliverable is concluded with Section 7, dealing with gender issues, and Section 8, presenting
some concluding remarks.
Finally, it should be noted that a number of these theoretical economic concepts and WP3 outcomes in
addition to the evaluations through simulations presented in this document, have already being
demonstrated through the WP3 economic and consumer prototypes (D3.3 and D3.4), while more of them
will be integrated and demonstrated later in the project in the context of other technical workpackages and
towards the completion and validation of the OPTi framework.
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1

INTRODUCTION

This document presents the work performed in the context of WP3 and subsequent tasks contributing to the
economic analysis and evaluation of the OPTi project. In addition to that, presents the WP3 related assets as
well as the economic evaluation work to follow in the context of WP6 and WP7.
More specifically, Section 2 presents centralized Demand Response strategies that aim to increase overall
social welfare among buildings in a DHC network, while Section 3 focuses on the extensions of the net benefit
based incentives for ADR contracts, presented in D3.1, particularly for the OPTi trials.
Section 4, proposes a methodology for designing efficient contract-based ADR programs taking into account
consumers’ preferences and external context and by exploiting the altruistic nature of consumers in order to
assess their impact on the overall utility of the community and the total incentives to be offered by the
provider.
Section 5 presents the SEGA tool, to be developed for the purposes and in accordance with the requirements
of the Mallorca trial that aims to economically and environmentally optimise the energy mix and DR events
used in the SAMPOL trial, whereas, Section 6 presents another OPTI asset, the DHC CBA tool that provides a
holistic economic sustainability analysis through applying a novel cost benefit analysis tailored to DHC
networks and evaluated using the Lulea Energy pilot case.
Finally, Section 7 discusses a number of gender issues that should be considered in the context of the WP3
work.
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2

SOCIAL WELFARE MAXIMIZATION FOR FAIR DISTRIBUTION OF THERMAL COMFORT
AMONG CONSUMERS

In this chapter, we explore the possibilities of imparting Demand Response in District Heating and Cooling
networks to optimize a set of social welfare based objectives among the network agents (buildings). A district
heating or cooling network comprises a centralized heat source (or cooling source) which heats (or cools) a
fluid that is then distributed across a network of pipes to building customers for their space heating (or
cooling) purposes. Such centralized sources of heating (or cooling) are often operated through relatively
greener energy sources such as renewable energy or from the waste heat of factories. Identifying the
intermittent character of such energy sources, we seek to develop centralized Demand Response strategies
that aim to increase overall social welfare among buildings in a DHC network, especially in cases where the
resource (energy) for operating the centralized heat pump is constrained. Our proposed Demand Response
methodologies are centralized and based on simple thermostatic control of agent buildings in the network
by a central network manager (utility). In this setting, we study the Demand Response problem under
different system objectives and system scenarios.

2.1

INTRODUCTION

In this work, we particularly consider a District Heating (DH) network which has a centralized heat pump that
heats up the incoming cold water to be sent across a network of pipes to individual buildings which then
employ the hot water for their space heating purposes. The power available to heat the water at the central
heat pump is ideally tapped from thermal waste of nearby factories or in many cases from renewable energy
driven sources (such as geothermal sources). Under extreme ambient conditions when the energy available
at the central heat pump is not enough to sufficiently cater to the heating requirements of the entire DH
network, the network manager may be forced to procure energy from uneconomical fossil fuel based plants
for satisfying the space heating requirements of all buildings in the network.
In such scenarios, one possible way of discouraging the use of fossil fuel based energy is by implementing
demand-response algorithms in the network through which some customers (building agents) are chosen to
reduce their heating needs by some margin (as such becoming DR facilitators) and effective redistribution of
the conserved energy to other customers who can use that to bolster their own space heating mechanisms
and achieve a greater degree of comfort (as such becoming DR beneficiaries). The DR facilitators must be
sufficiently compensated by the network manager for accepting a margin of discomfort. The compensation
structure and the economic aspects of the DR algorithm are an important part of the overall mechanism, but
here in this work, we are mostly going to cover the modelling aspects of the DH network and study the main
DR algorithm in that network under various network objectives. We evaluate the potential of the studied DR
algorithms to increase the social welfare in the DH network. We also evaluate the performance of such
algorithms under several different network scenarios: such as with limited participation probability of the
network agents (buildings) or with a degree of uncertainty embedded in power availability forecast at the
central heat pump.

2.2

SYSTEM MODEL

We consider a DH network as shown in Figure 2. Let  b = {1,2,, n} represent the set of all buildings in
the DH network. We assume a simple series topology to define the connectivity of the buildings in this
network. Each building

i b

is assumed to have a thermal capacity i.e.

Ci

and an effective thermal

insulation given by Ri . We consider that the houses are subjected to thermal loss which is directly
proportional to their distances from the heat source. The heat source is assumed to be receiving cold water
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at a temperature of TR and using the input power
of

Q in is able to heat the water up to a supply temperature

TS .

The heated water is networked through the connection of pipes to individual buildings as shown in Figure 1.
During this transport, the thermal losses incurred along the way causes the effective supply temperature
i

available ( TMS ) at the mains (primary side) of the heat exchange circuit in building i to be less than

TS

i.e.

T = TS  loss i . The effective incoming heat energy from the water is transferred to the house side
i
MS

(secondary side) of the heat exchange circuit which then has a supply temperature of
i

that THS

i
THS
. It must be noted

i
< TMS
. The hot water in the secondary is now circulated through the radiators of the building (HVAC

equipment) i to provide for space heating and ideally maintain the ambient zone temperature
i

Tzi

of that

building at a preferred set-point Tsp . The return cold water temperature in the secondary i.e.
determines the return temperature in the mains i.e.
temperatures of the buildings i.e. the

i
TMR
.

i
THR

Subsequently the loss adjusted return

TR ,i , i   b are used to determine the effective return temperature

TR of the water at the heat source.

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the DH network in consideration for DR application

2.2.1

Modelling the thermodynamics of each building

In the following set of equations, we attempt to capture the thermodynamics of each individual building

i   b , depending on several factors including their effective thermal parameters ( Ri

and

C i ), the heat

 i , the respective supply and return temperatures in the primary and secondary of
the heat exchanger circuit, the radiator characteristics (including its thermal conductivity U i and effective
surface area Ai ) and the ambient temperature T .
exchanger effectiveness
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1
1 i
1 i
Tzi =
(T  Tzi )  Qactv
 QHVAC
,
Ri Ci
Ci
Ci

(1)

i
i
QHVAC
= m H ,iC p (THSi  THR
) = U i Ai ( LMTDi ),

(2)

i
THSi  THR
LMTDi  (
 Tzi ),
2

(3)

m H ,i = Ki (Tspi  Tzi )  ci ,

(4)

i
i
TMS
 TMR
= i ,
i
i
TMS
 THR

(5)

i
i
i
m s ,i C p (TMS
 TMR
) = m H ,i C p (THSi  THR
).

(6)

Equation (1)-(3) capture the building zone temperature evolution depending on the thermal characteristics,
ambient temperature, active sources of heat generation in the building and the HVAC power availability. The
HVAC power depends on the radiator characteristics and the supply and return temperature of the heat
exchanger secondary circuit. Equation (5) model the heat exchanger effectiveness and (6) is an energy
balance equation to capture the heat energy exchange between the primary and the secondary circuit of the
heat exchanger. Note that a simple proportional controller has been considered to control the mass flow rate
of the water in the secondary circuit (house side) as seen in (4). We must also understand that this secondary
mass flow rate will be upper bounded by a certain
inlet valve of the house.

2.2.2

m sat

which corresponds to the maximum opening of the

Modelling the network supply temperature ( TS ) and return temperature ( TR )

In the following set of equations we model the supply temperature of the hot water at the source and the
return temperature of the water entering the heat source.

 m

TR =

i b

T

s ,i R ,i

 m

i b

,

(7)

Q in
 TR ).
 m s,iC p

(8)

s ,i

TS = min(TS , sat ,

i b

The return temperature of the water TR is the weighted sum of the effective loss adjusted return

TR,i , the weighting factors being the individual mass
m s ,i . The supply temperature is directly derived from the TR , Q in , the

temperatures of the outlet water from each building
flow rates in the primary circuit i.e.
mass flow rates

m s ,i . Note that every DH network manager has a data chart which indicates the maximum

supply temperature TS , sat in the network at a certain ambient temperature, given sufficient supply of energy
at the source. We assume that when the power availability at the source is adequate, only a fraction of that
power is used to raise the temperature to the saturation temperature given in the data chart. However, when
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there is a case of power inadequacy at the source, the

TS

will be defined by the second term of the min()

expressed in (8) and in general will be lesser than the corresponding

2.3

TS ,sat .

EMPIRICAL STUDIES ON A TEST NETWORK

We assume in our work that the Demand Response signal is realized as a change in the temperature set point
of the thermostat of the building customers. The question of Demand Response has been studied earlier in
the context of DHC networks, but most of the earlier work has been focused on peak-load control (or shifting)
as a primary objective. Our work investigates the possibility of a new DR paradigm in which customers
participating in DR are clustered into DR beneficiaries and DR facilitators. The proposed DR mechanism hinges
on the centralized control of the thermostats of the DR facilitators in a way that these customers are
incentivized to give up on a fraction of their preferred heating needs, albeit in exchange for some monetary
compensation. The conserved energy is then channelized to bring up the comfort levels of the DR
beneficiaries. From a network perspective, the motive is to increase the overall social welfare through this
energy redistribution.
We consider a test DH network of 10 buildings of the same type (small individual houses) connected in a
series topology as seen in Figure 1, with progressively decreasing insulation as one moves away from the
heat source. All other building parameters are assumed to be same for all the buildings, including the radiator
characteristics, mass flow rate controller saturation limits and thermal capacities. We assume for the sake of
simplicity that the preferred set point temperature of all the buildings is 22o C. The simulations in this section
are carried out over a 24 hour interval corresponding to a very cold day in Lulea, Sweden. We now define
the notion of thermal discomfort as follows. For any building i , the net thermal discomfort incurred over a
time period [0,T ] is given as Di =



T

d i dt , where di = max (0,Tspi  Tzi ) . Intuitively, whenever the indoor

t =0

i

space temperature of building i fails to reach its preferred set-point Tsp , it incurs discomfort. If the zone
temperature manages to remain at the set-point (or even a little more than the set-point owing to offset
error in proportional control action of the mass flow rate controller), the discomfort incurred is zero. A
method for quantifying the social welfare in the network in this time period is through observation of the
variance of the Di , i   b during [0,T ] . A lower variance would indicate that the spread of the net
discomfort faced by the buildings is narrow and thus buildings are subjected to similar discomfort levels in
the network. A higher variance indicates the possibilities of some buildings suffering more discomfort than
others.
In this study, we investigate the effect of input power availability at the source on the comfort of the
buildings. Subsequently, we investigate the effect of controlling the thermostat set point of some buildings
by a bounded limit in the net social welfare across the entire DH network. For this, we first vary the number
of buildings to be selected for thermostat set-point control and keep the set-point change Tsp to be a
i

constant for all buildings. In the next study, we select a particular number of buildings for set-point control
and vary the Tsp over a given range of values. Through these studies, we attempt to understand whether
i

there is the potential for imparting Demand Response in this network through set-point control.
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Figure 3. Effect of change in the input source power availability on the social welfare

Figure 4. Effect of change in the number of buildings controlled for DR on social welfare

Figure 5. Effect of change in the thermostat set point of buildings controlled for DR on social welfare
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Consider the case when there is no Demand Response, i.e. Tsp = 0, i   b . This is when the variance of
i

the

Di

is going to be maximum: let this value be

scenario is defined as var( Di ) norm =

var( Di ) max . The normalized variance of Di

under a DR

var( Di )
, where var( Di ) is the variance in Di when there is
var( Di ) max

Demand Response in the network. We define the average net discomfort in the entire DH network as

 

T

t =0

i b
T

d i (t )dt

. This gives us a measure of the net system wide discomfort subject to a given ambient

dt

t =0

temperature profile and a given power availability at the input source. From Figure 3, we understand that
the average net discomfort is dependent on the amount of power available at input source: the higher the
input power available, the lesser is the average net discomfort. In a practical scenario, the power availability
is going to be variable across time slots, with underlying uncertainty. Here for the sake of exposition, we
consider that the input power is constant (well-forecasted) during the 24 hour interval chosen for the study.
It is evident that in a setting where Q in = 44 kW, t  [0,T ] , all buildings face some quantity of discomfort
when there is no DR (i.e. there is scope for improving the social welfare in the DH network). We now take
control of varying number of buildings by setting the Tsp = 1 C for the buildings (thus changing their seti

o

point to Tsp  Tsp ) and evaluate the extent of such control on the social welfare in the network. We observe
i

i

from Figure 4 that the social welfare is optimized when 7 buildings are selected for DR. Note that we select
DR facilitators starting from building 1 (which has the best insulation and subjected to least thermal loss in
the DH network) and progressively move towards buildings with higher indices. Selecting too low a number
of DR facilitators may not be successful in reducing the variance in Di of the overall network to the best
possible extent. Alternately selecting too many of such agents may end up causing a shortage of DR
beneficiaries, and hence would lead to unnecessary discomfort in the network, thus increasing the variance.
In a subsequent study, we fix buildings 1 through 7 to be DR facilitators and vary Tsp , i {1,2,,7} in a
i

range of values from 0 o C to 3o C in intervals of 0.5o C. Note that in this study we change the set-point of all
selected buildings by same amount. We observe from Figure 5 that under this setting, the social welfare is
optimized when the set-point change is 1.5o C.
Through the above studies, we can ascertain the fact that the improvement in social welfare of a DH network
is certainly affected by knobs including the number of buildings selected for facilitating DR, their individual
extents of set-point control and overall power availability at the heat source. This motivates us to look for a
more rigorous optimization setting which aims to improve social welfare in the DH network through
intelligent selection of buildings for DR and optimally deciding their corresponding thermostat set-point
changes, both as a function of input power availability and the dynamically evolving ambient temperature.

2.4

THE DEMAND RESPONSE OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM

The crucial decision that the network manager must take in the proposed DR paradigm relates to the choice
of the buildings that would be acting as the DR facilitators and the buildings which would act as target
beneficiaries. Another decision to be made once the buildings are classified is: given the comfort constraints
i.e. the degree of flexibility allowed by a customer in controlling its thermostat set-point, what is the exact
amount of DR signal ( Tsp ) to be imparted to a certain chosen building. In solving this problem we assume
i

that the intrinsic model parameters of the individual houses and their HVAC characteristics are well estimated
and known to the central network manager. Having such knowledge, the network manager now has to solve
an optimization problem as given below. Note that this problem is a dynamic optimization problem and we
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will consider discrete time equivalent of the models as discussed in Section 2 for formulating the problem.
Consider the entire optimization window to be comprised of N time slots.

max

i (k )
 i ( k ), Tsp

J (k ), k {1,2,, N }, i   b ,

(9)

s.t. m H ,i (k ) = Ki (Tspi (k )  i (k )Tspi (k )  Tzi (k ))  ci , i   b ,

(10)

i
i
TMR
(k ) = f1 (TMS
(k ),T (k ), i (k ), Tspi (k ),Tzi (k ),Tspi (k )), i   b ,

(11)

i
i
m s ,i (k ) = f 2 (TMS
(k ),TMR
(k ),T (k ), i (k ), Tspi (k ),Tzi (k ),Tspi (k )), i   b ,

(12)

i
TR,i (k ) = TMR
(k )  lossi , i   b ,

(13)

i
i
Tzi (k  1) = f 3 (TMS
(k ),T (k ), i (k ), Tspi (k ),Tzi (k ),Tspi (k ),TMR
(k )), i   b ,

(14)

TR (k ) = f 4 (TR,i (k ), m s,i (k )),

(15)

TS (k  1) = f5 (TR (k ), Qin (k ),T (k ))

(16)

0  m H ,i (k )  m sat , i   b ,

(17)

0  Tspi (k )  Tspmax
,i , i   b ,

(18)

 i {0,1}, i   b .

(19)

In this problem, J (k ) is a generic social welfare objective which the network manager is trying to maximize
across the entire optimization window. Note that in the constraint equations, i.e. (10)-(19), f1 () , f 2 () ,
, f 4 () and

f 3 ()

f 5 () are nonlinear functions derived from the equations used to model the DH network in Section

2.  i (k ) is a binary variable which indicates whether building i is selected for Demand Response at time k
or not. Tsp,i

max

is building i ’s maximum allowable set point deviation from the preferred set-point

temperature. We identify that the above optimization problem is a mixed integer nonlinear constrained
optimization problem (MINLP) and as such may be challenging to solve. We relax the problem to remove the
integer constraints through the following algebraic manipulation: we define  i (k ) = sign(Tsp (k )) .
i
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Figure 6. Schematic diagram of the optimization methodology (NMPC) employed for DR application

We also identify that for a larger network and for a fairly long optimization window, the optimization decision
variables and the intermediate system state variables may increase proportionally to both the number of
buildings and the optimization window length. This would make the problem computationally challenging
and as such, we believe that this problem is well suited to be set up as a nonlinear model predictive control
(NMPC) problem, and solved accordingly to get the optimal DR signals (as decision variables) as needed. Note
that such decisions may be sub-optimal when compared to the system wide global optimum, but it has the
potential to reduce the computational complexity of the problem and yet achieve near optimal decisions.
Hence, we investigate the NMPC framework for our optimization in the context of these DH networks.
In the NMPC approach, we consider a receding horizon optimization technique as can be seen in Figure 6.
We assume that the past values of the state trajectories and input trajectories are given at the start of our
optimization window i.e. at
the time window

t0 . Using these, we solve our optimization problem in (9) subject to (10)-(19) for

[t0 , t3 ] which is a shorter window as compared to our actual optimization window and get

our optimum input

u * (t )

for t  [t0 , t3 ] . This duration is our prediction horizon. We implement this optimum

*

input u (t ) for the control horizon i.e. [t0 , t1 ] to get our system states x (t ) for this duration. Now, we move
on to the next short window (prediction horizon) i.e. [t1 , t4 ] , having obtained the initial points for x (t ) and
u (t ) at t = t1 from the earlier implementation. We proceed in this way to cover the entire duration of our
parent optimization window.

2.4.1

Variance in thermal discomfort ( Di ) as a social welfare metric

In this study, we chose

J = var( Di )

where

i   b , in (9). Intuitively, it can be said that the objective

function of the DR optimization problem is to minimize the variance in Di (as defined in Section 3) across
buildings in the DH network, through thermostat set-point control of buildings. We assume that there are no
constraints on the number of buildings to be selected for DR by the network manager. Under this setting, the
DR problem boils down to solving the optimization problem given by (9)-(19) for the 24 hour time period in
consideration. We solve this problem for the test network assumed in Section 3. The ambient temperature
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during this time is selected to follow the profile of a very cold day in Lulea, Sweden as shown in Figure 5. The
total available power at the heat source is assumed to be 44 kW in all time slots as in Section 3. Under this
setting, we study the effect of the DR mechanism on the test network.

Figure 7. Ambient temperature profile at the district location during optimization period [0,T ]

Figure 8. Indoor temperature profiles of buildings without DR in the network
We can see in Figure 7 that without any Demand Response in the network, the available power at the heat
source is not adequate to maintain the preferred set-point temperature of any building in the network.
Especially between hours 10 to 24 when the ambient temperature falls under  28o C (extreme cold
weather), the buildings start suffering discomfort. This discomfort progressively increases from building 1 to
building 10 owing to the degradation of insulation values and increase in thermal loss component as one
proceeds from building 1 to building 10. We assume that the maximum allowable set-point change for all
buildings i.e. i   b is 3o C. In our study, we select the building parameters in such a way to gain insight
into the DR mechanism, i.e. to understand how individual building parameters affect their classification as a
DR facilitator or a DR beneficiary. We must note that our method in general can be employed for any network
with arbitrarily chosen building parameters. We now employ a 4-window NMPC to solve the DR optimization
problem in this setting. From Figure 8, we can see that buildings are chosen for Demand Response more
aggressively during time slots 14 to 23 where the available power at the central heat source is inadequate
to cater to the space heating requirements of the network. In Figure 9 we report the normalized discomfort
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(

Di
where Dmax is the maximum discomfort faced by a building during the entire optimization window)
Dmax

faced by the buildings when: (a) there is no DR in the network, and (b) when there is DR in the network.

Figure 9. Selected DR signals (set-point changes) for buildings by the network manager

Figure 10. Indoor temperature profiles of buildings with DR in the network
We observe from Figure 10 that the more thermally robust (in terms of insulation and thermal loss) buildings
are preferred to act as DR facilitators (in this case buildings 1 to 4 are selected as DR facilitators) and the
remaining buildings in the network are automatically classified as DR beneficiaries. We can also observe from
Figure 9 that through the DR mechanism, the network manager has managed to impart temperature profiles
(and hence the thermal discomfort) across buildings in a manner that the variance in the discomfort among
all agents in the network decreased.
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Figure 11. Effect of DR on normalized discomfort of buildings

2.4.2

Utility functions ( U i ) of agents as a metric for social welfare

We assume that every building
, where

i

and

i

i b

has a utility function U i which is defines as: U i =  i  i (Tsp  Tz )
i

i 2

are positive scalar constants. Such utility functions are common for thermostatic loads

[?]. Note that such utility functions model the comfort of a building i in a manner that any excursions of
i

indoor zone temperature of that building (either above or below the preferred set-point Tsp ) incurs disutility.
Maximum utility of

i

i

i

is achieved when Tz = Tsp . Under such assumptions, the goal of maximizing social

welfare across buildings in the DH network can be achieved by maximizing J =

 
N

k =1

U i (k ) . Using

i b

J as defined in this section as the objective function, subject to (10)-(19), we can solve the DR optimization
problem in this specific setting to increase social welfare in the DH network. The maximum allowable setpoint deviation from the preferred set point is assumed to be 3.5o C for all buildings. All other parameters
are kept unchanged.

Figure 12. Selected DR signals (set-point changes) for buildings by the network manager
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Figure 13. Indoor temperature profiles of buildings with DR in the network

Figure 14. Effect of DR on normalized utility of buildings

In our simulations, we take

i

to be constant for all buildings and

i

increases progressively from building

1 to building 10. Note that a relatively higher  i value indicates the building to be inflexible. In other words,
it will incur greater loss of utility on temperature excursions above or below its preferred points. Buildings
with relatively lower  i values are more flexible i.e. they will incur lesser utility loss subjected to temperature
excursions compared to more inflexible counterparts. Thus, in our setting, building 1 is the most flexible, and
building 10 is the least flexible. As earlier, our choice for such a setting stems out of our motivation to get
insight into the DR mechanism. We must note that this methodology is applicable in general to all DH
networks, irrespective of their individual parameters.

We now employ a 4-window NMPC to solve the DR optimization problem in this setting. From Figure 12 we
can see that buildings are chosen for Demand Response more aggressively during time slots 14 to 23 where
the available power at the central heat source is inadequate to cater to the space heating requirements of
the network. In Figure 14 we report the normalized utility (

Ui
where U max is the maximum possible utility
U max

achievable by a building during the entire optimization window) faced by the buildings when: (a) there is no
DR in the network, and (b) when there is DR in the network. We observe from Figure 14 that the more
thermally robust (in terms of insulation and thermal loss) buildings are preferred to act as DR facilitators (in
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this case buildings 1 to 3 are selected as DR facilitators) and the remaining buildings in the network are
automatically classified as DR beneficiaries. We can also observe from Figure 12 that through the DR
mechanism, the network manager has managed to impart temperature profiles (and hence changed the
individual utilities) across buildings in a manner that the objective of maximizing the net utility has been
achieved to a sufficient degree.
We want to quantify the increment in social welfare as brought about by the DR mechanism. For this, we
identify that the maximum system wide social welfare that is possible in this setting is given by
max
U syst
= k =1i U i ,max where U i ,max =  i . Without any DR, the system wide social welfare can be
N

b

no  DR

denoted as U syst

= k =1i U ino DR (k ) where UinoDR (k ) is the utility garnered by building i in time
N

b

slot k when there is no DR in the network. The overall welfare maximization potential in this network can
max
no  DR
U syst
 U syst
then be summarized as U max =
. After the network manager has imparted DR in the
no  DR
U syst
*

network, let the system wide utility be denoted as U syst =

 
N

k =1

U i* (k ) , where U i* (k ) denotes the

i b

utility garnered by building i in time slot k after DR implementation. Subsequently, the actual system wide
no  DR
U *  U syst
social welfare improvement through DR can be captured by U * = syst no  DR
, and the percentage of
U syst

U *
100% . In this case, the
welfare maximization potential achieved by DR can be denoted as
U max
percentage of welfare maximization potential achieved by DR was found to be 79.18%.

2.4.3

Effect of comfort constraints on DR

In this study, we investigate the effect of varying levels of comfort tolerances (i.e. Tsp,i ) on the welfare
max

maximizing potential of the DR mechanism, under the framework where social utility maximization is the
objective of the network manager. We assume that the comfort constraints for all buildings are same in the
network, and investigate the effect of varying the Tsp,i on the
max

U *
of the system.
U max

Figure 15. Effect of varying comfort constraints on the social welfare maximizing potential of the DR
mechanism.
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From Figure 15 we observe that as the customers become more flexible in terms of comfort (i.e. their Tsp.i

max

increases), the greater is the fraction of the welfare maximizing potential achieved. However, beyond a
certain limit, we observe that the fraction of welfare maximizing potential that can be achieved through DR
saturates at a certain value. This is because when buildings are very flexible ( Tsp,i > 4 C), the DR manager
max

o

does not require to leverage the full embedded flexibility for imparting welfare maximization. Leveraging too
much flexibility from certain DR facilitators may end up causing unnecessary discomfort to those agents
without actually increasing the utility of the DR beneficiaries (who may have already reached their individual
comfort levels) thus causing an overall decrease of system-wide utility. Also, in general we cannot expect the
flexibility to be too high among agents in the network, owing to selfish rational behaviour and this justifies
the range of Tsp,i chosen for our study.
max

2.5

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We conclude that it is possible to introduce a new fairness based DR paradigm in context of thermal grids
where a centralized network manager (of the DH network) can centrally adjust the thermostat settings of
agent buildings to reign in social welfare improvement throughout the entire network.
The following are the extensions to be done to this work. A number of these extensions will be implemented
in the course of WP5. We classify them as being variants of the DR algorithm under (a) different system
scenarios (b) to realize different network objectives.
Under different system scenarios


When different agents have uncertainty in DR participation (demand side stochasticity)



When supply side power input is stochastic (supply side stochasticity)



When the number of DR facilitators which can be chosen is a constraint



Inclusion of ramp-rate constraints for set-point changes in the DR optimization problem



When agents have asymmetric utility functions

To realize different network objectives

mean( Di ) across all agents in the network



When the objective is to reduce the



When the objective is to do peak load control in the DH network



When the objective is to consider the 1 norm based discomfort metric

In addition to this, we want to develop proper linearized models for the network and scale the network to
include more buildings and perform the DR in that setting. We may also develop a greedy heuristic for such
large networks based on insights obtained from our studies based on the 10 house test network. We also
want to develop an incentive framework for implementation of this proposed methodology. Within that
domain, one specific use case we want to study is how to strike an optimal tradeoff from the network
manager’s perspective between operating peak plants and reigning in DR through incentivizing the DR
facilitators as proposed in our work.
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3

NET BENEFIT BASED INCENTIVES FOR ADR CONTRACTS (NBIADR) - EXTENSIONS
FOR OPTI TRIALS

3.1

INTRODUCTION

Demand Response (DR) constitutes an effective solution to address the supply-demand imbalances in smart
grids and avoid the associated high production costs. However, designing a successful DR program greatly
depends on consumers’ participation, which in turn is highly affected by the level of inconvenience caused
to them during a DR event due to modification imposed to their consumption patterns. Energy providers
offer various types of DR programs with associated incentives needed to motivate consumers to compensate
for this inconvenience and thus participate in DR. Estimating this appropriate amount of incentives and
developing the right policy for targeting consumers are both considered a major challenge for DR designers.
In WP3 work so far, we have introduced and applied the concept of utility functions from microeconomics,
which is widely used to express the benefit obtained by the end consumers when utilising a service, in order
to model the notion of comfort/discomfort. In the context of the OPTi project, the consumer benefits out of
consuming energy for her personal use and satisfaction. She does that while residing in her “comfort zone".
In that sense, any deviation from her “comfort zone" results in utility reduction, which means loss of
convenience, for example by having a lower inside temperature in her apartment than usually due to
agreeing in reduced heating. For more details on the modelling of thermal comfort within the OPTi project
please refer to Deliverable D3.1 (Thanos, 2015).
Furthermore, we have presented a methodology for designing efficient contract-based ADR programs taking
into account consumers’ preferences and external context, e.g., the weather. In particular, we have designed
ADR programs according to which consumers are both compensated for a specified amount of energy
curtailment and assigned an optimal schedule, using a consumer net benefit maximization approach. When
it is predicted that the total demand will exceed the energy provider’s supply threshold, the provider
activates the ADR programs and resorts to targeting a subset of the consumers by empolying the NBIADR
selection algorithm, in order to offer the minimum total incentives to restrict total demand at or below her
supply threshold, while also abiding with the terms of the signed contracts. For more details on the
theoretical work and evaluation of the selection algorithm and the associated policies please refer to
Deliverable D3.1.
In this section, we build on previous work of WP3 and propose different ways of exploiting the targeting
algorithm in the environmental setup defined by the real trials in the context of the OPTi project. These can
be utilised by the energy providers and/or the building managers in order to apply more efficient ADR
programs by exploiting the benefits of the environmental setup. In particular, the key scientific contributions
of this work are:


An extension of the consumer thermal comfort model in order to represent buildings and apartments
and two different cases of models (namely homogeneous and non-homogeneous apartments) for
achieving this objective based on their physical characteristics and consumption patterns.



An extension of the NBIADR selection algorithm in order to select the optimal set of consumers to be
targeted for DR and three accompanying approaches that target either entire buildings or
apartments or buildings first and then apartments in them, thus adapting the algorithm along the
lines of experiments to be conducted in Lulea, Sweden.

We evaluate and compare the modelling cases and the targeting approaches using a small real world dataset,
originating from 6 households in India, enhanced by synthetic data corresponding to the context of the trials
in Lulea, Sweden and propose a suite of recommendations for the energy providers to employ the targeting
algorithms in a more effective fashion.
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3.2

THE MODEL

Adopting the model and the theoretical background introduced in D3.1 and also published in (Minou et al.,
2015), we consider a set of 𝐽 buildings served by a single energy provider. Each building 𝐵𝑗 , ∀ 𝑗 ∈ 𝐽 is
composed by a set of individual apartments denoted as 𝐴𝑖 , ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝐵𝑗 and ∀𝑗 ∈ 𝐽. Recall that each apartment
𝐴𝑖 is taken to correspond to a single consumer, although actually multiple consumers can reside in it, and is
modelled based on the thermal comfort model described in D3.1. In essence, we consider that each building
is modelled as the sum of the set of apartments within it, which are taken to operate only space heating. For
that purpose, we assume the following two cases with regard to modelling of buildings and apartments:


Case of Homogeneous Apartments (CHA): Apartments are homogeneous in terms of physical
characteristics, i.e. insulation, thermal characteristics, etc., and consumption patterns, as they are
defined by the baseline methodology described in D3.1.



Case of Non-Homogeneous Apartments (CNHA): Apartments differ in terms of physical
characteristics, i.e. insulation, thermal characteristics, etc., and consumption patterns, as they are
defined by the baseline methodology described in D3.1.

Buildings and apartments are assumed to have already signed contracts, according to which, when targeted
for DR, they give up control of specific appliances that in our case refer to space heating only. Our basic
timeframe in which DR is applied is a single day divided into timeslots (say 24 hours or 4 6-hour periods),
indexed as 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇 ≔ {1,2, … , 𝑇}. This day corresponds to a known context; e.g. warm summer weekday.
Furthermore, we consider the case where the energy provider has full information with regard to the building
models; more specifically, each building manager declares truthfully to the provider the comfort model of
the building that he is responsible for, which in turn is formed by aggregating the comfort models of the
apartments within the building.
Whenever it is predicted that the total demand will exceed the energy provider’s supply threshold, the
provider activates the ADR programs and resorts to targeting a subset of the consumers by empolying the
NBIADR selection algorithm. In order to be in line with the aforementioned cases, we distinguish two
approaches of applying the selection algorithm:




Targeting Per Building and Apartment (TPBA): first the algorithm selects among the set of available
buildings and then for each targeted building the algorithm
o

Imposes the same reduction in consumption to the included apartments of the selected
building without employing any additional sorting criterion or optimization procedure.
Although, in essence, the problem can be solved hierarchically, in our setting we assume that
the energy provider and the building manager are cooperative, therefore the provider solves
the overall problem at the top level and conveys the detailed solution per building to each
building manager; we refer to this approach as Targeting Per Building (TPB) in order to
distinguish it from the following

o

Imposes a different reduction in consumption to the included apartments of the selected
building and afterwards selects among the set of available apartments; henceforth, we refer
to only this approach as TPBA

Targeting per Apartment (TPA): each apartment is considered as a single user and the algorithm
selects directly among the set of available apartments

In both cases, the sorting criterion remains the same; however the estimation method depends on whether
the targeting is performed at the level of a building (TPBA) or of a single apartment (TPA). In the case of TPBA,
a second level of optimization and targeting within each buidling may also take place.
The main objective is to identify the effect of the diversity of apartments in the targeting process and to
investigate the impact of adopting the less flexible but simple approach of targeting entire buildings,
especially in cases mandated by the existence of a building manager that is responsible for the smooth and
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without complaints operation of the space heating inside a building. The motivation for such approaches is
promptly linked to the setting and restrictions imposed by the real trials to be performed in Lulea, Sweden.
The outcomes of the experimental evaluation aim to serve as guidelines for both the energy provider and
the building manager in order to exploit the benefits of ADR programs and the associated targeting approach
more effectively.

3.3

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

To experimentally evaluate our approaches, we use real consumption data from 6 households in India. The
data consists of sensor readings at a granularity of ten seconds. In order to expand our dataset to target more
households (20 in total), we created synthetic data based on the real data; in essence, we created groups of
apartments with similar physical characteristics and consumption patterns. We assume that appliance level
measurements for only one appliance are available, i.e. space heating, due to the restrictions imposed by the
trials in Lulea, Sweden. The readings in both cases are extracted for a given context, that is weekday 11 April
2014, and for each day and consumer, the recorded data is used to obtain consumption in Wh for each time
slot with a duration of 6 hours during the day. So, we obtain the optimal consumption of household.
For all cases and approaches presented in the sequel, we consider a set of four buildings, denoted as 𝐵𝑗 , ∀ 𝑗 ∈
𝐽: {1,2,3,4}, with five apartments in each of the buildings noted as 𝐴𝑖 , ∀ 𝑖 ∈ 𝑁𝑗 : {1,2,3,4,5}𝑎𝑛𝑑 ∀ 𝑗 ∈
𝐽: {1,2,3,4}. Note that for the purposes of our experiments, we assume that each household corresponds to
an apartment, and for this reason hereinafter we use the term apartment to refer to a household. Concerning
the TPA approach, the correlation between the numbering of apartments and the buildings to which they
belong (in the other approach) is as follows:
𝐵1 : {𝐴1 − 𝐴5 }
𝐵2 : {𝐴6 − 𝐴10 }
𝐵3 : {𝐴11 − 𝐴15 }
𝐵4 : {𝐴16 − 𝐴20 }

3.3.1

Evaluation of Policy 1

Say that the energy provider wishes to narrow the total demand by a value ∆𝑄 that amounts to 10% of the
unconstrained total optimal consumption. Following (9) in Section 4.3.4 of D3.1, the value of 𝜂𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑞 must be
greater or equal to 10%. Hence, we have taken different values for 𝜂𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑞 to investigate the results regarding
the incentives offered, the social welfare achieved and the set of selected consumers. Note that when
applying TPBA, we distinguish three approaches of implementing it:
a) We first impose a percentage reduction 𝜂𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑞 in the building as a whole, the algorithm selects
among the available buildings and then we apply the same percentage reduction 𝜂𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑞 in the
apartments of each building without applying any further sorting or targeting procedure. As already
mentioned, we refer to this approach as Targeting Per Building (TPB) in order to distinguish it from
the following
b) We impose the same percentage reduction 𝜂𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑞 in the apartments of a building and in the building
as a whole. The difference with TPB lies in the fact that in this case the algorithm selects to target for
ADR among the set of available apartments within a targeted building; henceforth, we refer to only
this approach as TPBA
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c) We enforce a different percentage reduction 𝜂𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑞 in the apartments of a building than in the
building as a whole
Table 1 depicts the results of the targeting approaches for each modelling case. Consumers are listed in
ascending order of 𝑢𝐼𝑗 and/or 𝑢𝐼𝑖 (in Indian Rupee ₹), while both the social welfare achieved after DR
̂ , 𝑆𝑊
̂
(𝑆𝑊
𝐵𝑗 ) and the total amount of incentives (𝐼) to be offered are also expressed in Indian Rupee ₹. For
more information with regard to the cost function of the provider please refer to D3.1.
As expected, the results indicate that for both modelling cases TPBA and its variation TPB select the same set
of buildings to target for ADR for 𝜂𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑞 = 12%. Nevertheless, TPB is a more simplified version of TPBA, as
the energy provider selects the optimal set of buildings to target in order to achieve her goal and then each
building manager of the selected buildings imposes the same reduction 𝜂𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑞 in all the included apartments
in order to achieve the reduction requested by the provider but also to maintain a sense of fairness among
the apartments by choosing all of the latter to participate and not distinguishing any. The setting we have
considered so far emulates the ideal case, where the energy provider and the building manager are
cooperative with each other and the problem is solved at the top level by the provider. Another possible
scenario includes the hierarchical optimization, whereby the energy provider selects the optimal set of
buildings to target in order to achieve her goal and then each building manager of the selected buildings
performs an optimization procedure internally in order to allocate the reduction and hence the incentives in
such a way that results in keeping an amount of incentives for herself. In other words, since TPB is a feasible
solution of TPBA the amount of incentives allocated by the energy provider is the maximum possible;
therefore, any optimisation performed internally by the building manager may lead to incentives allocation
schemes that distribute only a portion of the amount of incentives to the apartments and hence allow the
building manager to keep the remaining amount of incentives for personal use. This can be a possible
direction for future work.
On other hand, TPBA offers an extra flexibility by choosing a specific subset of apartments in each targeted
building to participate in ADR based on the sorting algorithm of NBIADR methodology. In general, TPBA
guarantees higher social welfare after ADR, for both the society and each participating building, with lower
total incentives than TPB. Especially in the case of non-homogeneous apartments CNHA, the social welfare
achieved by TPBA is higher than the initial one, since it imposes higher reduction to the apartments for which
such reductions neither lead to high discomforts nor require high incentives for their compensations.
Regarding its applicability, as we have already mentioned, TPBA constitutes a more complex and improved
version of TPB comprising hierarchical optimization, and thus offering more flexibility in terms of effective
targeting of both the optimal set of buildings and apartments. The approach can also be exploited twofold,
i.e. as a single process by the energy provider only– whenever the necessary information (i.e. utility function
at the apartment level) is available- or in two stages, whereby the energy provider applies the targeting
process for buildings and then the building manager of each targeted building is in turn responsible for the
targeting process of the relevant apartments. To this extent, the building manager can establish a notion of
fairness in respect to the allocation of reductions and can contend more effectively with the complaints that
may be issued by the modifications in the consumption schedules within a selected apartment.
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Policy 1 – Building Modelling (𝑺𝑾 = 𝟏𝟎𝟐𝟏, 𝟏𝟖₹)
CHA
𝜼𝒎𝒂𝒙𝒒 per
user

Targeting Set

𝑰(₹)

B1

TPB

12%

12%

TPBA

12% per
build.
14% per
apart.

B2
B4
B1- {A3, A4, A2, A1}
B2- {A6, A10, A9, A7, A8}
B4- {A19, A18, A20, A17}

573,77

521,117

̂ (₹)
𝑺𝑾

606,75

992,82

B1- {A2, A4, A1, A3}

120,05
335,3059
0
158,31
335,31
75,35
96,04

B4- {A16, A20, A19, A17, A18}
B3-{A12, A13, A14, A11, A15}

̂
𝑺𝑾
𝑩𝒋 (₹)

528,32

642,92

B2-{A9}

0
0
67,02

12%

{A12, A13, A14, A6, A19, A2, A4, A1, A3, A18,
A20, A5, A17, A11}

404,268

769,67

-

14%

{A12, A13, A14, A19, A6, A2, A4, A1, A3, A18,
A20}

269,549

908,06

-

𝑰(₹)

̂ (₹)
𝑺𝑾

̂
𝑺𝑾
𝑩𝒋 (₹)

TPA

CNHA
𝜼𝒎𝒂𝒙𝒒 per
user

Targeting Set
B2

TPB

12%

12%

TPBA

B1
B4
B2- {A6, A9, A10, A7, A8}
B1- {A3, A2, A1}
B4- {A19, A18, A20, A17}

12% per
build.

B2- {A9, A6, A7, A8, A10}

14% per
apart.

B1 – {A1, A2, A3, A4, A5}

552,82
668,811

912,83

483,258 1053,35

208,615
0
552,82
273,79
75,35
208,61

208,96

1076,43

552,83

12%

{A4, A12, A6, A1, A13, A14, A19, A2, A18, A7,
A20, A8, A9, A10, A3, A5}

254,408 1026,59

-

14%

{A4, A12, A6, A1, A13, A14, A19, A2,A18, A7,
A20, A8}

126,639 1159,78

-

TPA

Table 1. Policy 1: Results of the targeting approaches for each modelling case
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For the more demanding approach of targeting directly specific apartments, rather than buildings, the results
indicate that for both modelling cases TPA leads to higher social welfare and lower total incentives needed
to be offered than TPB and TPBA; especially in the case of CNHA, TPA results in higher social welfare than the
initial one. Also interesting is the fact that by imposing a higher percentage reduction in consumption
(𝜂𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑞 = 14%) for TPA, the total incentives to be offered are lower than in the case of imposing 𝜂𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑞 =
12% reduction in consumption. A possible explanation is that those apartments that are the most flexible
in modifications in their consumption patterns concede greater reduction, while the marginal increase of
their utility loss is lower than in the case of imposing lower reduction per apartment; hence targeting less
and more flexible apartments (if permissible by the allowable reduction percentage) suffices.

3.3.2

Evaluation of Policy 2

Here, we consider that the energy provider wishes to narrow the total demand by ∆𝑄 = 10% , without
reducing consumers’ utility more than 𝜂𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑢 = 5%. Although, the problem is very restricted for such a small
value of 𝜂𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑢 , the algorithm under TPB selects only one building to target for DR (see Table 2) with higher
total incentives and lower social welfare compared to the other approaches. Again TPBA exhibits similar
behaviour to TPB, as it targets the same set of buildings (one building in this case) and results in higher social
welfare and lower total incentives compared to TPB. On the other hand, TPA targets only a few apartments
from different buildings with little incentives and high social welfare.
Note that in the second case of TPBA the percentage reduction for each building is imposed in the
consumption, while the percentage reduction for the apartments of the corresponding building refers to
comfort. This is an interesting case, since it may not be possible for a provider to keep knowledge of the
utility information required for each apartment in each building. Hence, the building manager utilising the
flexibility of the TPBA approach can perform the apartment targeting procedure within a selected building.
The results show that the approach can achieve very high levels of social welfare with minimal incentives.
Even at the building level, the social welfare achieved is higher than under TPB. Similar outcomes arise in the
case of non-homogeneous apartments (CNHA).

Policy 2 – Building Modelling (𝑺𝑾 = 𝟏𝟎𝟐𝟏, 𝟏𝟖₹)
CHA

TPB

𝜼𝒎𝒂𝒙𝒖 per user

Targeting Set

𝑰(₹)

̂ (₹)
𝑺𝑾

̂
𝑺𝑾
𝑩𝒋 (₹)

5%

B2
B2- {A1, A5, A4, A2,
A3}

417,33

763,11

174,57

331,98

1082,94

335,31

5%

B4- {A19}

TPBA

𝜂𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑞 = 11% (per building), 𝜂𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑢 =
2% (per apartment)

0

B1- {A1, A5}
B3 – {A13, A14}

99,311

998,10

B2 – {A6}

TPA

5%

{A13, A19, A14, A3,
A18}

48,02
0
67,06

14,818

970,77

-

CNHA

TPB

𝜼𝒎𝒂𝒙𝒖 per user

Targeting Set

𝑰(₹)

̂ (₹)
𝑺𝑾

̂
𝑺𝑾
𝑩𝒋 (₹)

5%

B1

164,471

895,63

147,998
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B1- {A4, A1}

5%

TPBA

TPA

1078,89

B2- {A6}

𝜂𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑞 = 11% (per building), 𝜂𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑢 =
2% (per apartment)
5%

64,13

0
67,654

988,37

B1- {A2, A4}
{A13, A19, A14, A2,
A18, A6}

331,216

0
56,816

962,43

-

Table 2. Policy 2: Results of the targeting approaches for each modelling case

3.4

COMPARISON OF TARGETING APPROACHES

In this section, we present a comparison of the aforementioned targeting approaches in order to highlight
their main characteristics and their applicability. Although all approaches are based on the same assumptions
with regard to the modelling of the energy provider and the information that is available, they are
differentiated as regards to the constraints they are subject to. More specifically, in order to achieve her goal
and based on the minimum required information, the provider under TPB aims to target the optimal set of
buildings by minimizing the total incentives offered and the discomfort caused to the whole building. Albeit
such an approach constitutes a simple, quick and viable way to implement ADR, since the information
required is limited to the essential information about each building that is made available by the building
manager, it also poses certain drawbacks. As all apartments inside a selected building are mandated to
reduce their consumption in this straightforward manner (with no extra optimization being performed), the
final total incentives derived are higher compared to other approaches, as even the most expensive and less
flexible apartments are forced on reductions.
On the other hand, by imposing reduction in consumption or comfort per apartment in each building and
applying the sorting criterion internally in each targeted building, as defined by the pure TPBA approach, the
provider can accomplish her objective with lower total incentives than under TPB, while ensuring very high
social welfare after the ADR event. Despite the fact that under TPBA an additional level of optimisation is
required, TPBA is still an effective and easy solution to apply ADR; it is an improved version of TPB and
therefore retains all its advantages.
Likewise, performing the targeting process in apartment level as under TPA leads to better outcomes both in
terms of the total incentives to be offered and the social welfare achieved after the ADR event. Nevertheless,
the results are close and in some cases inferior to the results of the TPBA approach. Although the comparison
appears to be apparent, applying TPBA is a more effective targeting approach, as it can be implemented both
as a single process by the energy provider – whenever the information is available- or hierarchically in two
stages, whereby the energy provider applies the targeting process for buildings and then the building
manager is in turn responsible for the targeting process of apartments; thus leading to better results in
comparison with the other approaches. To this extent, the building manager can establish a notion of fairness
in respect to the allocation of reductions and can contend more effectively with the complaints that may be
issued by the modifications in the consumption schedules within a selected apartment.
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3.5

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this section, we present two cases with regard to modelling of buildings and apartments. We distinguish
them by the type of physical characteristics and consumption patterns applied in each case, namely:


Case of Homogeneous Apartments (CHA): Apartments are homogeneous in terms of physical
characteristics and consumption patterns



Case of Non-Homogeneous Apartments (CNHA): Apartments differ in terms of physical
characteristics and consumption patterns

For both cases, the modelling of the buildings and apartments follows the consumer comfort model defined
in Section 3.2 of D3.1. In addition, in order to be in line with the aforementioned cases, we build on the
model introduced in Section 4.3 of D3.1 and propose two approaches of applying the selection algorithm. In
particular:




Targeting Per Building and Apartment (TPBA): first the algorithm selects among the set of available
buildings and then for each targeted building the algorithm
o

Imposes the same reduction in consumption to the included apartments of the selected
building without employing any sorting criterion

o

Imposes a different reduction in consumption to the included apartments of the selected
building and afterwards selects among the set of available apartments

Targeting per Apartment (TPA): each apartment is considered as a single user and the algorithm
selects among the set of available apartments

Both the modelling cases and the targeting approaches are subject of study that falls within the context of
OPTi, as the problem to be solved is motivated by the optimisation problems identified in the field trials in
Lulea, Sweden and also constitute extensions of the model presented in Section 4.3 of D3.1, sto that it is
mapped to the setting of the field trials in Lulea, Sweden. The results indicate interesting insights on the
designing of incentive-based ADR contracts in an effective way. However, the energy provider should decide
on the optimal combination of the targeting approach and the associated policies by taking into account the
trade-offs between the total incentives to be offered and the social welfare achieved, as well as the
associated implementation overhead.
As future work, we intend to validate our models and targeting approaches on the basis of a larger set of
available data from real and/or synthetic users and in the context of simulations within the OPTi project,
meaning that all models and targeting approaches will serve as input and can be transformed accordingly to
the optimisation problems to be solved within WP5.
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4

4.1

OPTIMAL TARGETING OF (NON-) RATIONAL RESIDENTIAL USERS WITH
AUTOMATED DEMAND RESPONSE
INTRODUCTION

So far in WP3 work, we have assumed that whenever it is predicted that the total demand will exceed the
threshold 𝑄 𝑠 the energy provider activates the ADR programs and resorts to targeting a subset of the
consumers in order to offer the minimum total incentives to restrict total demand at or below 𝑄 𝑠 . As
described in D3.1 and also published in (Minou et al., 2015) in order for a consumer to be convinced to
participate in an ADR program, the provider should offer her monetary incentives that correspond to her loss
of net benefit. Consumers are assumed to act rationally by choosing that consumption schedule that
maximizes their total Net Benefit (𝑁𝐵), i.e. the utility gained minus the monetary charge.
“Behavioural economics (BE) use psychological experimentation to develop theories about human decision
making and has identified a range of biases as a result of the way people think and feel. BE is trying to change
the way economists think about people’s perceptions of value and expressed preferences. According to BE,
people are not always self-interested, benefits maximizing, and costs minimizing individuals with stable
preferences—our thinking is subject to insufficient knowledge, feedback, and processing capability, which
often involves uncertainty and is affected by the context in which we make decisions. Most of our choices
are not the result of careful deliberation. We are influenced by readily available information in memory,
automatically generated affect, and salient information in the environment. We also live in the moment, in
that we tend to resist change, are poor predictors of future behaviour, subject to distorted memory, and
affected by physiological and emotional states. Finally, we are social animals with social preferences, such as
those expressed in trust, reciprocity and fairness; we are susceptible to social norms and a need for selfconsistency” (Samson 2014, p9-10). The literature on the models of social preferences and their consolidation
within the classical utility theory is already extensive (Fehr & Schmidt, 2006) and the excellent analysis and
surveys of (Samson, 2014), (Pollitt & Shaorshadze, 2011) can serve as guidepost for researchers.
There is no doubt that monetary (or pecuniary or financial-terms used interchangeably) incentives are very
powerful motivators for individuals as it has been proven in a myriad of contexts. Not surprisingly, monetary
incentives can have substantial impact upon behaviour. Nevertheless, in many cases, small piece-rate
monetary incentives actually decrease desirable behaviours because the reward ``crowds out" intrinsic
motivations. Non-monetary social incentives such as cooperation, competition, and norms can be more
effective than piece-rate monetary incentives (Lepper et al., 2008). If individuals are indeed willing to make
voluntary contributions, designers may harness this tendency through devising incentive mechanisms
tailored to DR and ADR incentives and contracts that make these contributions more likely (Fouquet, 2013).
Although, the aforementioned literature as well as the real life examples clearly recognizes the significance
of behavioural aspects for the provision of incentives and rewards, there is no clear reference to their
integration in the context of DR and ADR programs. In our work, we build on the requirements extracted
from the SOTA analysis (which helped in identifying also gaps in the literature) of D3.1 and also included in
(Minou et al.,2015) and adopt in part the model presented by (Charness & Rabin, 2002), according to which
a consumer's overall utility function is given by a combination of his own monetary payoff and a
“disinterested social welfare function”. We propose a methodology for designing efficient contract-based
ADR programs taking into account consumers’ preferences and external context and by exploiting the
altruistic nature of consumers in order to assess their impact on the overall utility of the community and the
total incentives to be offered by the provider.
We evaluate our model using a small real world dataset enhanced by synthetic data corresponding to the
context of the trials in Lulea, Sweden and assess the impact of the existence of the altruistic users on the
total utility of the society and the total incentives offered by the provider to attain the goals of the DR
program.
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4.2

THE CONSUMERS

We consider a set of 𝑁 households served by a single energy provider. Households have already signed
contracts, according to which, during a DR event they give up control of specific appliances. Thus, we
henceforth view each household as a single consumer that collaborates with the utility as agreed. Note that,
throughout the entire section, we utilise the notions of user and consumer alternately in order to refer to a
single consumer. Our basic timeframe in which DR is applied is again a single day divided into timeslots (say
24 hours or 4 6-hour periods), indexed as 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇 ≔ {1,2, … , 𝑇}. This day corresponds to a known context; e.g.
warm summer weekday. Each consumer 𝑖 is modelled based on the characteristics presented in subsection
4.3.2.1 of D3.1.
The authors in (Charness & Rabin, 2002) propose a model that integrates social preferences, according to
which a consumer’s overall utility function is given by a combination of his own monetary payoff and a
“disinterested social welfare function”. The latter is a combination of the maximin or “Rawlsian” criterion
and the total surplus maximization criterion, i.e. the sum of the monetary payoffs of all players.
𝑈𝑖 (𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , … , 𝑥𝑛 ) = (1 − 𝛾)𝑥𝑖 + 𝛾 [𝛿 min{𝑥1 , … , 𝑥𝑛 } + (1 − 𝛿)(𝑥1 + ⋯ + 𝑥𝑛 )]

(1)

Where 𝑥 = 𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , … , 𝑥𝑛 denotes an allocation of the payoffs out of some set 𝑋 of feasible payoffs, 𝛿 ∈ (0,1)
is a parameter reflecting the weight that is put on the maximin criterion and 𝛾 ∈ (0,1) indicates how
consumer 𝑖 cares pursuing the social welfare rather than his own self interest (Charness & Rabin, 2002). The
first part of the equation represents Rawlsian inequity aversion, while the second part reflects altruism based
on the idea that each consumer’s payoff receives the same weight.
In our work, consumers are considered to be homogeneous as regards the nature of the appliances that they
own and their consumption patterns but differ depending on their altruistic preferences. We assume that
each consumer 𝑖 ∈ 𝑁 can only belong to one of two categories:


Rational (𝑁1): those who are interested only in their own well being and are more inflexible in
tolerating any discomfort



Altruistic (𝑁2): those whose utility increases with the well being of other people (Fehr & Schmidt,
2006), (Charness & Rabin, 2002) and are more flexible in changes in their consumption patterns

How exactly the categorisation is done, falls beyond the scope of our work. It is apparent, though, that for
rational consumers there is a strict threshold of comfort, which is usually associated with that consumption
pattern that maximises the total net benefit; and any alternation leading to a comfort level below this
threshold is not acceptable. On the other hand, users that are characterized by some degree of altruism are
distinguished by greater flexibility concerning the levels of comfort, i.e. their comfort threshold can be
stretched out according to the comfort levels of other people. In essence, altruistic consumers are willing to
experience little more discomfort if this results in lower on average utility for the rest of the consumers.
Building on (1), we formulate the utility function for each consumer 𝑖 as a combination of the utility stemming
from the operation of her appliances 𝑈𝑖,𝑡 (𝑄𝑖,𝑡 ) and the average utility of all consumers. For 𝛾 = 0 consumer
𝑖 cares only for his self-interest, hence the utility function remains unchanged as defined in D3.1:
𝑈𝑖,𝑡 = 𝑈𝑖,𝑡 (𝑄𝑖,𝑡 )

(2)

While the value of 𝛾 = 1 corresponds to purely “disinterested” preferences, meaning that the consumer is
interested equally in her own utility as in the average utility of others, thus the utility function takes the
following form:
̅
𝑈𝑖,𝑡 = (1 − 𝛾)𝑈𝑖,𝑡 (𝑄𝑖,𝑡 ) + 𝛾 𝑈

(3)

The aforementioned cases consist extreme examples of consumer types, meaning that the parameter 𝛾 may
obtain values from continues range following a distribution in order to represent different scenarios of
consumers’ types.
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4.3

THE ENERGY PROVIDER

As it was mentioned before, we follow the modelling of the energy provider as introduced in D3.1 except
that all consumers, which have already signed ADR contracts with the provider, participate in the program
and no targeting is employed. The provider imposes a maximum percentage reduction in comfort, by
exploiting either Policy 1 or Policy 2 introduced in D3.1 and offers incentives to each consumer that equal
the net benefit loss, in order to assess the impact of the existence of altruistic consumers to her overall
objective, i.e. the total utility of the society and the total incentives offered. Therefore, whenever a DR event
is necessary, the provider has to solve the same optimization problem that is expressed by equations (2), (15)
and (4) in Section 4.3.2.2 of D3.1.

4.4

INCENTIVES AND TARGETING POLICIES

In this section, we specify the DR incentives that should be included as term in the contracts of the consumers
engaged in DR. We adopt the assumptions and the approach described in D3.1, according to which the
incentives offered to consumers should equal their total net benefit loss due to the reduction in convenience.
However, this can be interpreted in a different manner for each type of consumers. In particular, if consumers
are only self-interested, by receiving a compensation they would become indifferent to the changes in their
consumption; thus the incentives to be offered to each user account for the same value as in D3.1. On the
other hand, if consumers are characterised by a flavour of altruism, they would be reimbursed by incentives
that are smaller than their net benefit loss, since their valuation of utility depends on the average utility of
others as determined in (3), i.e. the smaller the average utility the less incentives offered to the altruistic
consumers. In essence, altruistic consumers are “punished” for any negative impact on the average utility of
the society. Therefore, in this case in order for ADR to be attractive to consumers, the contract terms should
specify beforehand the incentives’ calculation methodology, and particularly that whenever a DR event is
issued the consumer will be compensated the amount equal to the loss of net benefit caused.
Hence, whenever it is predicted that the total demand will exceed the threshold 𝑄 𝑠 , the provider activates
the ADR programs and resorts to targeting a subset of the consumers in order to offer the minumum total
incetntives to restrict total demand at or below 𝑄 𝑠 , while also abiding with the terms of the signed contracts.
To this end, the provider should employ the corresponding NBIADR selection algorithm associated with each
of two policies descirbed in our previous WP3 work. We distinguish the following ways of applying NBIADR:
1. N-NBIADR: Normal application of NBIADR, where all users are considered as rational and are
imposed the same proportional reduction of consumption and comfort
2. NA-NBIADR: Normal and altruistic based application of NBIADR, where the population consists of
both rational and altruistic users, which are targeted in the same way as defined by the NBIADR
algorithm, i.e. according to a unified ranking containing all users. Users are either imposed the same
proportion of reduction in consumption and comfort (NA-NBIADRa) or altruistic users are imposed a
higher proportion than rational ones (NA-NBIADRb)
3. PA-NBIADR: Preselected altruistic based application of NBIADR, where the population consists of
both rational and altruistic users, and altruistic users are targeted first and are imposed a higher
proportion of consumption and comfort reduction than rational ones
All the aforementioned versions of the NBIADR algorithm can be implemented jointly with both policies of
constraining the reduction in either the consumption or the utility gained by each user.
The main objectives are (i) to identify whether it is beneficial if some users of the examined population mix
are altruistic and (ii) to investigate the impact of the existence of the altruistic users on the total utility of the
society and the total incentives offered after applying ADR.
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4.5

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

To experimentally evaluate our approaches, we use real consumption data from 6 households in India. The
data constitutes of sensor readings at a granularity of ten seconds. In order to expand our dataset to target
more households (20 in total), we created synthetic data based on the real data; in essence, we created
groups of households with similar physical characteristics and consumption patterns. Recall that a household
is taken to correspond to a single consumer, although actually multiple consumers can reside in it and that,
throughout this section, we utilise the notions of user and consumer alternately in order to refer to a single
consumer. We assume that appliance level measurements for only one appliance are available, i.e. space
heating. The readings in both cases are extracted for a given context, that is weekday 11 April 2014, and for
each day and consumer, the recorded data is used to obtain consumption in Wh for each time slot with a
duration of 6 hours during the day. So, we obtain the optimal consumption 𝑄𝑖 of user 𝑖.

4.5.1

Evaluation of Policy 1

Say that the energy provider wishes to narrow the total demand by a value ∆𝑄 that amounts to 10% of the
unconstrained total optimal consumption and define the value of 𝜂𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑞 . Following (9) in Section 4.3.4 of
D3.1, the value of 𝜂𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑞 must be greater or equal to 10%. In addition, under N-NBIADR all users are
considered to be rational; their utility function is defined as in (2), whereas under the NA-NBIADRa&b and
PA-NBIADR to each user is attributed the parameter 𝛾. The value of the variable 𝛾 is taken randomly within
the range of (0,1), thus assuming that each user with 𝛾 ≥ 0.5 is characterized as altruist, while those users
with 𝛾 < 0.5 are subsequently characterized to behave rationally, although they are not purely rational users
(𝛾 = 0.5) the effect is the same, thus we henceforth use the term rational to refer to these users. Hence, we
have taken different values for 𝜂𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑞 to investigate the results regarding the incentives offered, the social
welfare achieved after the ADR and the set of selected consumers.
Table 3 reveals interesting insights on the existence and impact of altruistic users. Note that both the social
̂ ) and the total amount of incentives (𝐼) to be offered are expressed in Indian
welfare achieved after DR (𝑆𝑊
Rupee ₹. For more information with regard to the cost function of the provider please refer to D3.1. In
particular, considering altruistic users during the sorting and targeting process, as described in NA-NBIADRa,
results in targeting less users with quite high levels of social welfare (909,305₹) and very low incentives
(167,396₹), which are very close to the results of N-NBIADR (for 𝜂𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑞 = 14%). On the other hand, applying
different percentage reductions for rational (12%) and altruistic users (15%) and performing the selection
algorithm as normally can lead to slightly increased social welfare (910,30₹) with also higher incentives
(170,240₹) compared to NA-NBIADRa, according to which all users are treated in the same manner (see Table
3).
Exploiting the altruistic users in favour of the rational users by imposing lower reduction in the consumption
of the latter may lead to better results in social welfare under NA-NBIADRb. This can be achieved in two ways
as follows:
1. Modifying the percentage of reduction during the sorting procedure of the users.
2. Performing the targeting process normally and, after identifying the optimal set of users to target,
imposing different percentage reductions to the targeted users and hence performing the targeting
process in this subset again. We should denote here that the percentages are set in such a way that
the total reduction required is met.
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Policy 1 - Different Population Mixes (Initial SW: 1021.18₹)

N-NBIADR

NANBIADRa

𝜼𝒎𝒂𝒙𝒒 per user

Targeting Set

𝑰(₹)

̂ (₹)
𝑺𝑾

12%

All users

691,653

761,44

14%

12 users

163,168

973,79

15%

15 users

139,509

999,14

14%

10 users ( 5 altruistic
users)

167,396 909,305

12% per rational user, 15% per altruistic

10 users ( 5 altruistic
users)

170,240

During sorting: 8% per rational user, 15%
per altruistic user

13 users (7 altruistic
users)

248,575 980,613

Initially: 14%

10 users (7 altruistic
users)

910,30

Initially: 14%

NANBIADRb

After targeting: 12% per rational user &

PA-NBIADR

16% per altruistic user

4 users (3 altruistic
users )

118,498 877,131

15% per altruistic user, 5% per rational
user

12 users (11 altruistic
users)

462,222 883,710

12% per altruistic user, 8% per rational
user

19 users (11 altruistic
users)

621,625 775,412

Table 3. Policy 1: Results for different cases of applying NBIADR

According to the first way of implementation of NA-NBIADRb, one can determine that the effect of altruistic
users varies for different combinations of percentages of reduction in consumption of rational users (Table
4). In essence, social welfare is not monotonically increased due to the existence of altruistic users and by
imposing them higher reduction in consumption than to rational users. Instead, there emerges a threshold
on the reduction in consumption of rational users, below which gradually increasing the reduction imposed
in the consumption of altruistic users leads to reduced social welfare and total incentives to be offered. This
means that saddling the altruistic users with very high reductions may prove inefficient for the social welfare
of the system. Above that threshold any reduction in the consumption of altruistic users can affect differently
the social welfare (increasing or decreasing it). In all cases, the total incentives offered are reduced with
increasing reduction in consumption of altruistic users and by imposing different reductions in consumption
of rational users.
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Policy 1: NA-NBIADRb - Different Population Mixes (𝑺𝑾 = 𝟏𝟎𝟐𝟏. 𝟏𝟖₹)
Initially: 14% per rational user, 14% per altruistic user
𝜼𝒎𝒂𝒙𝒒

During sorting: 5%
per rational user,
16% per altruistic
user

During sorting: 5%
per rational user,
18% per altruistic
user

During sorting: 5%
per rational user,
20% per altruistic
user

During sorting: 5%
per rational user,
22% per altruistic
user

Targeting
set

13 users (7 altruistic
users)

11 users (6 altruistic
users)

10 users (5 altruistic
users)

9 users (4 altruistic
users)

𝑰(₹)

249,160

205,194

164,451

148,999

̂ (₹)
𝑺𝑾

980,163

942,898

909,305

896,166

Policy 1: NA-NBIADRb - Different Population Mixes (𝑺𝑾 = 𝟏𝟎𝟐𝟏. 𝟏𝟖₹)
Initially: 14% per rational user, 14% per altruistic user
𝜼𝒎𝒂𝒙𝒒

During sorting: 6%
per rational user,
16% per altruistic
user

During sorting: 6%
per rational user,
18% per altruistic
user

During sorting: 6%
per rational user,
20% per altruistic
user

During sorting: 6%
per rational user,
22% per altruistic
user

Targeting
set

13 users (7 altruistic
users)

11 users (6 altruistic
users)

10 users (5 altruistic
users)

9 users (4 altruistic
users)

𝑰(₹)

247,652

205,194

164,451

148,999

̂ (₹)
𝑺𝑾

980,613

942,898

909,305

896,166

Policy 1: NA-NBIADRb - Different Population Mixes (𝑺𝑾 = 𝟏𝟎𝟐𝟏. 𝟏𝟖₹)
Initially: 14% per rational user, 14% per altruistic user
𝜼𝒎𝒂𝒙𝒒

During sorting: 7%
per rational user,
16% per altruistic
user

During sorting: 7%
per rational user,
18% per altruistic
user

During sorting: 7%
per rational user,
20% per altruistic
user

During sorting: 7%
per rational user,
22% per altruistic
user

Targeting
set

11 users (6 altruistic
users)

11 users (6 altruistic
users)

9 users (4 altruistic
users)

9 users (4 altruistic
users)

𝑰(₹)

207,726

205,194

150,755

148,941

̂ (₹)
𝑺𝑾

942,898

942,898

896,166

896,166

Policy 1: NA-NBIADRb - Different Population Mixes (𝑺𝑾 = 𝟏𝟎𝟐𝟏. 𝟏𝟖₹)
Initially: 14% per rational user, 14% per altruistic user
𝜼𝒎𝒂𝒙𝒒

During sorting: 8%
per rational user,

During sorting: 8%
per rational user,

During sorting: 8%
per rational user,

During sorting: 8%
per rational user,
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16% per altruistic
user

18% per altruistic
user

20% per altruistic
user

22% per altruistic
user

Targeting
set

11 users (6 altruistic
users)

10 users (5 altruistic
users)

9 users (4 altruistic
users)

8 users (3 altruistic
users)

𝑰(₹)

207,465

166,723

150,935

124,700

̂ (₹)
𝑺𝑾

942,898

909,305

896,166

922,810

Policy 1: NA-NBIADRb - Different Population Mixes (𝑺𝑾 = 𝟏𝟎𝟐𝟏. 𝟏𝟖₹)

Initially: 14% per rational user, 14% per altruistic user
𝜼𝒎𝒂𝒙𝒒

During sorting: 9%
per rational user,
16% per altruistic
user

During sorting: 9%
per rational user,
18% per altruistic
user

During sorting: 9%
per rational user,
20% per altruistic
user

During sorting: 9%
per rational user,
22% per altruistic
user

Targeting
set

11 users (6 altruistic
users)

10 users (5 altruistic
users)

9 users (4 altruistic
users)

9 users (4 altruistic
users)

𝑰(₹)

207,965

166,723

150,935

124,700

̂ (₹)
𝑺𝑾

942,828

909,305

816,166

922,810

Table 4. Policy 1: Results for different cases of applying NA-NBIADRb

Regarding the second way of exploiting altruistic users via NA-NBIADRb, although it seems as a more complex
procedure, the results can be compensatory - as revealed initially in Table 3 where only 4 users are finally
targeted (out of the subset of 10 users), 3 of them belonging to the altruistic category, with lower total
incentives than in the previous case of NA-NBIADRb and with high social welfare after the ADR. Introducing
even smaller reduction to the rational users and increasing the percentages of reduction for the altruistic
users leads to even better results in terms of the social welfare achieved (see Table 5). Note though that for
very high reductions for altruistic users (20%) the total incentives increase slightly, meaning that it may be
cost inefficient for the provider to overload the altruistic users with high reductions. Even in the extreme
case that rational users are subject to zero reduction (0%), hence altruistic users incur the whole reduction,
the total incentives offered are higher, while lower social welfare is also accomplished after the ADR event
than in the case where rational users are imposed reduction of 8%. Therefore, under certain circumstances
the presence of users in the population that are known to be altruistic can be an important asset for an
energy provider wishing to apply ADR. In fact, an energy provider could leverage the presence of altruistic
users by imposing to them a higher reduction in their consumption.
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Policy 1 - Different Population Mixes (Initial SW: 1021.18₹)

NANBIADRb

𝜼𝒎𝒂𝒙𝒒 per user

Targeting Set

Initially: 14%

10 users (5 altruistic
users)

After targeting: 8% per rational user &
18% per altruistic user
Initially: 14%

NANBIADRb

After targeting: 8% per rational user &
20% per altruistic user
Initially: 14%

NANBIADRb

After targeting: 0% per rational user &
23% per altruistic user

9 users (5 altruistic
users )

𝑰(₹)

̂ (₹)
𝑺𝑾

116,23

904,15

138,10

944,11

132,48

892,11

10 users (5 altruistic
users)
6 users (4 altruistic
users)
10 users (5 altruistic
users)
5 users (5 altruistic
users )

Table 5. Policy 1: Results for different cases of applying NBIADRb

Finally, the application of PA-NBIADR with various combinations of percentage reduction for altruistic and
rational users, both after the sorting and targeting procedure, reveals that a smaller reduction to altruistic
users leads to targeting more rational users with higher incentives and therefore low social welfare (Table 3).
Despite the fact that preselecting altruistic users ensures targeting only few of the rational users, it may lead
to lower social welfare after the ADR with higher total incentives compared to the application of other
approaches. Hence, it is up to the provider whether the application of PA-NBIADR compensates for the nonselection of the rational users in terms of the discomfort caused.
So far, we have assumed that users with 𝛾 < 0.5 are designated as rational; however, in fact, their behaviour
is yet influenced at a lower extent by the well-being of the rest of system users. Although the results present
interesting insights on the existence of altruistic users, in order to acquire a more clear overview, Table 6
below illustrates the results when users, whose sense of altruism is very small, are being assigned 𝛾 = 0
when for their initial 𝛾 holds that 𝛾 < 0.5; hence they are taken to behave in a purely rational fashion.

Policy 1 - Different Population Mixes (Initial SW: 1021.18₹)
𝜼𝒎𝒂𝒙𝒒 per user
N-NBIADR

14%

NANBIADRa

14%
Initially: 14%

NANBIADRb

After targeting: 12% per rational user &
16% per altruistic user

Targeting Set
12 users
10 users ( 6 altruistic
users)
10 users (6 altruistic
users)

𝑰(₹)

̂ (₹)
𝑺𝑾

163,168

973,79

264,745 891,712

185,54

923,17

7 users (6 altruistic
users)
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Initially: 14%
After targeting: 10% per rational user &
18% per altruistic user
Initially: 14%
After targeting:8% per rational user &
20% per altruistic user
Initially: 14%
After targeting:8% per rational user &

PA-NBIADR

10 users (6 altruistic
users)
6 users (5 altruistic
users)

172,03

938,520

171,38

938,520

159,21

953,617

10 users (6 altruistic
users)
6 users (5 altruistic
users)
10 users (6 altruistic
users)

22% per altruistic user

5 users (5 altruistic
users)

15% per altruistic user, 5% per rational
user

13 users (11 altruistic
users)

477,779 871,651

12% per altruistic user, 8% per rational
user

19 users (11 altruistic
users)

651,352

688,35

Table 6. Policy 1: Results for different cases of applying NBIADR when rational users are characterised by
𝜸=𝟎
The results are very close the previous examined case with slight differences. In particular, again considering
altruistic users during the sorting and targeting process, as described in NA-NBIADRa, results in targeting less
users with quite high levels of social welfare and very low incentives, which are close to the results of NNBIADR (for 𝜂𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑞 = 14%). Moving a step forward and exploiting altruistic users more effectively by
imposing them higher reduction in their consumption enhances the performance of the algorithm NANBIADRb in terms of both total incentives offered and social welfare achieved after the ADR event. By
requiring a very small reduction in consumption from the rational users (8%) and depleting the altruistic users
(22%), decreases even more the total incentives offered than in the previous cases of NA-NBIADRb and
increases the social welfare achieved.
For PA-NBIADR the same observations apply as before, i.e. a smaller reduction to altruistic users leads to
targeting more rational users with higher incentives and therefore low social welfare. The fact that the
preselection of altruistic users while ensuring the selection of fewer rational users leads (compared to the
other approaches) to lower social welfare after the ADR with higher total incentives is a factor of significance
for the energy provider. It should be noted though that all the aforementioned approaches require more
detailed knowledge from the perspective of the provider in relation to special demographic characteristics
of the users such as their level of altruism and hence their classification as altruistic or rational. Nevertheless,
the acquisition of such knowledge not only raises privacy concerns but even if it is feasible it might require a
learning period of users’ behaviour. In this context, PA-NBIADR outperforms the other approaches in terms
of simplicity of implementation. However, PA-NBIADR falls short with respect to both the social welfare
achieved after the DR, as it is lower than in the cases of NA-NBIADRa&b, and the total incentives to be offered,
which are higher than those the NA-NBIADRa&b approaches require for all combinations of percentage
reductions displayed in Table 6. Thus, the provider should assess in this trade-off in the decision whether to
apply PA-NBIADR.
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4.5.2

Evaluation of Policy 2

Here, we consider that the energy provider wishes to narrow the total demand by ∆𝑄 = 10%, without
reducing users’ utility more than 𝜂𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑢 = 5%. Again, under N-NBIADR all users are considered to be rational;
their utility function is defined as in (2), whereas under the NA-NBIADRa&b and PA-NBIADR to each user is
attributed the parameter 𝛾. The value of the variable 𝛾 is taken randomly within the range of (0,1), thus
assuming that each user with 𝛾 ≥ 0.5 is characterized as altruist, while those users with 𝛾 < 0.5 are
considered to behave rationally, as already explained.

Policy 2 - Different Population Mixes (Initial SW: 1021.18₹)
𝜼𝒎𝒂𝒙𝒖 per user

Targeting Set

𝑰(₹)

̂ (₹)
𝑺𝑾

N-NBIADR

5%

6 users

56,455

962,43

NANBIADRa

5%

1 users ( 1 altruistic
user)

5,084

929,437

Initially: 5%
After sorting: 3% per rational user, 10% per
altruistic user

1 users ( 1 altruistic
user)

5,084

929,437

Initially: 5%

1 user (1 altruistic
user)

After targeting: 3% per rational user, 10% per
altruistic user

1 user (1 altruistic
user)

5,084

929,437

5,084

929,437

NANBIADRb

PA-NBIADR

Initially: 5% per altruistic user, 8% per rational
user
After preselecting altruistic: 4% per rational
user

1 user (1 altruistic
user)

Table 7. Policy 2: Results for different cases of applying NBIADR

The results, shown in Table 7, are quite straightforward and interesting as by imposing even a very small
percentage reduction in comfort for all approaches of NBIADR, one would expect that a lot if not all users
would be targeted for ADR. Nevertheless, beyond N-NBIADR where 6 users are targeted for ADR; even in this
case the number is small, for the rest approaches, whereby altruistic users are also considered, only one user
is required to be targeted with very low incentives and high social welfare. The user belongs to altruists. Even
in the case, where users, whose sense of altruism is very small, are being assigned 𝛾 = 0 when for their initial
𝛾 holds that 𝛾 < 0.5 transforming them into purely rational users, the outcomes are the same. These
observations confirm the argument that constraining the percentage reduction in utility gained by each user
is expected to be preferable in terms of both the inconvenience caused and the total incentives to be offered.
It even enhances the fact that users characterized by a sense of altruism can play significant role in applying
an ADR program and affect the society in a positive way.
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4.6

CONCLUSIONS

In this section, we presented an extension of the model introduced in Section 4.3 of D3.1, according to which
users can be characterized either as altruists or rational accompanied with the respective utility functions
defined in (2) and (3). We also introduced three different versions of the NBIADR selection algorithm, namely:
1. N-NBIADR: Normal application of NBIADR, all users are considered as rational and are imposed the
same proportional reduction of consumption and comfort
2. NA-NBIADR: Normal and altruistic based application of NBIADR, where the population consists of
both rational and altruistic users, which are targeted in the same way as defined by the NBIADR
algorithm, i.e. according to a unified ranking containing all users. Users are either imposed the same
proportion of reduction in consumption and comfort (NA-NBIADRa) or altruistic users are imposed a
higher proportion than rational ones (NA-NBIADRb)
3. PA-NBIADR: Preselected altruistic based application of NBIADR, where the population consists of
both rational and altruistic users, and altruistic users are targeted first and are imposed a higher
proportion of consumption and comfort reduction than rational ones
All versions of NBIADR are subject of study that falls within the context of OPTi, as the problem to be solved
is motivated by the optimisation problems identified in the field trials in Lulea, Sweden and defined within
the pertinent use cases that are described in Deliverable D2.1. The outcomes suggest different approaches
of exploitation of altruists in a society, since in general their existence affects positively the social welfare of
the system and contributes on the accomplishment of provider's overall objectives. Nevertheless, the
selection of the optimal combination of the targeting approach and the associated policies is a decision to be
taken by the provider taking into consideration the trade-offs between the total incentives to be offered and
the social welfare achieved.
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5

SMART ENERGY GENERATION ALGORITHM (THE SEGA TOOL)

This section presents the specification of the Smart Energy Generation Algorithm (SEGA) tool that will be
developed in the context of OPTi, also comprising one of project’s tangible and exploitable assets. This
software will estimate the optimal energy generation mix and the Demand Response events to be executed
in the Son Llatzer hospital (OPTi pilot site) in order to maximize profit (economic gain) and at the same time
reduce CO2 emissions (environmental gain). The design of this tool, since it is considered as an economic
optimisation software, has been produced in the context of WP3’s economic sustainability task and will be
developed in a Matlab1 modelling and execution environment in the context of other OPTi WPs. Thus, the
aim of the next sections is to provide a reference for any OPTi partner and D3.2 reader to understand the
details and features of this tool.

5.1

INTRODUCTION

Hybrid energy systems, combining two or more energy sources into a single system, are a promising way of
increasing the efficiency of energy production and demand but the complexity of their management
increases when several types of power production sources are available and combined on the same site.
Several energy demands for electricity, heating and cooling require a number of different generators
integrating their production in order to fulfil user requirements. In that context, the energy operator of such
a hybrid system could benefit of a tool able to provide efficient management strategies to operate a complex
poly-generation plant. Such a tool must find the optimal combination of generators to be utilised and
operating points to enhance energy optimization and, when available, take into consideration the possible
demand modifications by the application of Demand Response Events (DRE). The SEGA tool aims to meet
these requirements and fill this need for the energy companies and building managers.
To achieve that, SEGA will use available information regarding the power plant and its boundaries such as:
energy prices, weather and demand forecast; to obtain the optimal operational point of the tri-generation
power plant in Son Llatzer Hospital, OPTi’s pilot site.
Once the optimal point is calculated, the daily cost and the hourly cost of generation will help the operator
to predict the more attractive DREs to be applied in Son Llatzer hospital (HSLL). Several run-tests will be done
in SEGA to find the most attractive combination of DREs for a given period.
The results of the application of DREs on HSLL will not only be evaluated from the economical point of view,
but also from the environmental one, regarding the emissions generated in the different scenarios.

5.2

HIGH-LEVEL TOOL DESCRIPTION

The tri-generation power plant comprises of different technologies to produce hot and cold water which is
supplied to HSLL: gas CHP motor and boilers generating hot water; electrical chillers and absorption chillers
generating cold water. The configuration of the power plant can be seen in Figure 16.
Every technology has a different production cost depending on its efficiency and its primary energy cost.
Furthermore, as part of the HSLL energy generation, power plant’s benefits are derived from feeding-in to
the grid the electricity production of the CHP. These benefits vary according with the electricity price in the
wholesale market.
The power plant optimal generation point is a combination of different technologies loads (CHP, boilers and
chillers) that maximizes the benefit for certain external conditions, thermal demand and electricity price.

1

http://www.mathworks.com/products/matlab/?requestedDomain=www.mathworks.com
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Figure 16. Son Llatzer power plant configuration

To obtain the optimal point, the tool retrieves the forecasts for energy prices and thermal demands. The
algorithm finds the most efficient energy mix to fulfil the thermal demand by calculating the maximum
benefit for a given time step (in this case on an hourly basis). Once the optimum energy mix is found, the cost
of energy generation for heating and cooling can be defined by taking into account the primary fuel
consumption, efficiency and energy output. In order to achieve this optimization, the different types of
energy are separated in energy vectors, where a load can be matched with different energy mix of the
generation machines.
In this section the different energy vectors, components, optimization algorithm and the usage of DRE
applied in SEGA are briefly explained.

5.2.1

Energy vectors

In order to model and then optimize the energy generation in a power plant, different energy vectors are
defined. For each of these vector a balance between demand and energy generation machines installed on
the power plant is defined. In some cases generation must balance loads, in other, intermediate energy
conversions are defined to match the requirement of another energy vector (e.g. heat may be not used as is
but converted into cooling by an absorption chiller). The vectors existing in SEGA are:


Electricity



Heating



Cooling



Low enthalpy heating



Steam

5.2.2

Components

In order to model a power plant, we have included a number of components in SEGA. These components
mainly represent heating, cooling and electricity generators and/or loads.
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The components are defined taking into consideration their technical constrains, performances, energy
consumption of primary energy, energy generation and emissions. With these data, the constitutive
equations of a component are created.
Thermodynamic constrains of the components are expressed within the constitutive equations. Steady state
working of components is considered neglecting the implications of transient status.

5.2.3

Tool inputs

The tool requires the following inputs:
 Electricity selling price (Electricity market): electricity selling price of the wholesale market per hour
to be used in the calculations. This prices can be either forecasted (if the software is used a day
before) or real prices can be used (if the software is used the same day of the execution). This data
is on an hourly basis (timesteps).
 Electricity buying price (Electricity market): wholesale market electricity prices (per hour) to be
used in the calculations (for chillers and other electric consumptions in the power plant). These
prices can be either forecasted (if the software is used a day before) or real prices can be used (if
the software is used the same day of the execution).
 Primary energy cost estimation: Primary fuel consumed in the engine and boilers is calculated at
the end of the month, therefore price will be estimated month-based.
 Thermal energy selling price (from Sampol to HSLL): The energy sold by Sampol is calculated at the
end of the month, therefore price will be estimated month-based.
 Weather forecast: Weather forecast will contain temperature and relative humidity in hourly steps.
The information will be retrieved from via a web provider.
 Demand forecast: HSLL overall demand will be calculated by IBM by a machine learning software as
part of OPTi work. This data is hour-based. Until IBM’s forecasting software is provided and tested
(as this task runs in parallel with the SEGA development) the demand will be considered as the
same as the day before and it will be provided by Sampol.
 DRE toolbox: DRE tested on the site. Basically a lookup table of possible DRE where an applied
action implies a load modification at HSLL. These DREs will be used in HSLL to vary its demand.

5.2.4

Optimization

Once all the inputs, variables, boundaries, equations, relations and constrains are defined, these are related
and merged within a unique objective function. This function can be either economic, environmental or a
mix of both and the goal of the optimizer is to find a minimum value for the cost or environmental function
when fulfilling the demand requested by the user.
In order to create an objective function to optimize it is necessary to define the components and create the
equations relating generation and demand for the different types of energy vectors and their cost.
The optimal energy mix calculation takes into account the generation limitations and constrains of every
technology (e.g. CHP have minimum load limitations not being able to work below 60%) as well as the
external conditions (e.g. cooling tower consumption depends on external temperature and relative
humidity), therefore, a powerful solver algorithm is required to find the global minimum of the function
which relates all the generation variables in the power plant.
The generation machine schedule and the final economic result of the considered period are given as result
once the optimization is carried out.
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5.2.5

Demand Response events

After estimating the generation cost it is possible to reschedule certain amounts of energy from the expensive
hours to the cheaper ones. The limitations of the DREs, like maximum amount of energy to move and time
constrains for the allocation, would be obtained through the analysis of the tested DREs.
Following the (per hour) comparison of the varied energy generation costs, it is possible to propose what
DREs can be planned to modify the original forecasted thermal demand. Then, the generation optimization
will be carried out for the different scenarios. Daily profit comparisons obtained from the different scenarios
will clarify which DREs reduce daily cost, and thus, increase the daily profit of the power plant. The
combination of DREs which gives the maximum daily profit would be applied to the original demand at HSLL.
The selected proposed scenario will include the chosen DREs, the re-defined demand, foreseen profit, hourly
cost and generation profile of the power plant.

5.2.6

Tool outputs

From these input data, the DRE Optimizer will provide the following outputs:
 Generation schedule: The energy produced by the different technologies (CHP, boilers, chillers,
etc.) defining the load schedule per hour one day ahead and per production source.
 Energy costs per hour: The energy produced costs per hour within a day. Every hour, the energy
costs vary, since there are different energy generation plants that can be utilised, associated
performances and electricity prices (related to the electricity sales to the wholesale market and
electricity consumed in the power plant).
 DR events: Suggestion of DR Events to be applied, detailing consumption changes and scheduling.
 DR Generation schedule: DR Events may lead to some modifications in energy production in order
to maximize the power plant profits i.e. a new generation distribution plan.
 DR event profits estimation: Difference between the original (business-as-usual) profit and the
proposed DRE scenario’s profit.

Figure 17. SEGA operation (inputs and outputs)

5.3

APPLICATION WITHIN OPTI PROJECT AND FURTHER WORK

The SEGA tool is included within the framework of OPTi. It aims to create a tool that will optimize the power
plant in Son Llatzer hospital and to evaluate the relevant DR events and their economic implications. To
achieve such goal it is necessary to perform two main tasks: tool development and creation of a DRE toolbox.
Once these tasks are achieved it will be possible to run tests in the tool and subsequently on the pilot site.
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5.3.1

Tool development

In order to create a tool able to be used in Son Llatzer power plant to optimize its generation and maximize
its revenues the following subtasks will need to be executed:
 Power plant configuration
o Represent demands and generators in different energy vectors
 Generators modelling (Table 8)
o Specifications
o Boundaries
o Working points
o Primary fuels
o Energy vectors concurrences
 Forecasts acquisition
o Primary energy price
o Electric energy prices
o Thermal demands
o Weather forecast: ambient temperature and relative humidity
 Power plant restrictions
o Primary gas consumption limitation per day
o Achievement of thermal/electric efficiency on the CHP
 Post-processing module for results
o Daily generation cost.
o Hourly cost calculation per unit of energy
Once these tasks are completed it will be possible to run precise generation simulations of the power plant
and find the optimum running points. The results will point out the daily benefit and the hourly cost per unit
of energy. Moreover, such information will be very helpful to highlight the time frames where the DREs will
be most effective in terms of economic and environmental efficiency.
Generator
CHP
Boiler
Absorption
E. Chiller
Cooling tower

Technology
Gas
Gas
Li-Br Double
Compressor
Closed

Installed Figure
3350kWe
3x2000+1000kWth
2766kWc
4x1300kWc
4x1500kWcn

Table 8. Installed generators and figures at SLLH

5.3.2

DRE toolbox

The DRE toolbox, as a practical set of suggestions and guidelines for the Energy Manager (EM), will be created
from the experience obtained at the pilot site in Mallorca. Different actions regarding variation on
temperature set points result in different energy demand. DREs will be carried out at the pilot site by the
EM in charge of scheduling, by comparing the daily demand with the baseline and monitoring the results. By
analysing those actions and effects it will be possible to create a toolbox which will be fed in to SEGA
optimizer for further use and evaluation.
Once the toolbox is created (example can be seen at Table 9), the consequences (impact) of the DRE will
be used to modify the original forecasted demand (see the example of Table 9. DRE toolbox example
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Figure 18) and then re-optimize the power plant generation applying the DRE load modification and seeking
for an economical improvement on a daily basis.
After running the simulations and finding the best DRE or a mix of them, the actions related to the selected
DREs defined on the toolbox will be provided as suggestions to the Energy Manager on the pilot site for their
application.
DRE Number
DRE #1

DRE #2

DRE #3

…

Action
Set point
modification from
AºC to BºC in AHU #
Set point
modification from
AºC to BºC in AHU #
Set point
modification from
AºC to BºC in AHU #
…

DRE #n

Timeline
From 7:00
To 8:00
From 6:00
To 8:00
From 20:00
To 21:00

1st Consequence
-100 kWh
From 7:00
To 8:00
200 kWh
From 6:00
To 8:00
-50 kWh
From 20:00
To 21:00

2nd Consequence
+100 kWh
From 8:00
To 9:00
-150 kWh
From 8:00
To 10:00
+50 kWh
From 21:00
To 22:00

…

…

n kWh

n kWh

Table 9. DRE toolbox example

Figure 18. DRE consequence

5.3.3

On site testing

In order to evaluate the results of the optimizing tool real life tests will be carried out on the pilot site and
their economic results will be check with the theoretical ones achieved with the optimization tool.
In Figure 19 the working points for the different generators is shown as result of SEGA. The energy mix shown
in the figure fulfils the requested demand in the most effective way. If this result would have been achieved
by the application of certain DREs, the information (on planning) this event must be sent in advance to the
Power Plant Operator using the due communication channels.
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Figure 19. Son Llatzer daily optimization example
The day after, the results have to be analysed and the real demand compared with the forecasted one as
well as the forecasted with the modified by the DRE. Ideally the real demand and the modified forecasted
should be equal, if so, it will be possible to determine than the DREs modification has been successful.
In such scenario we could directly quantify the benefits achieved from the DRE. Those benefits are calculated
as the daily difference between the profits for the forecasted demand minus the profits of the real demand.
𝐵𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑠𝐷𝑅𝐸 = 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑 − 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙
As already mentioned, the implementation and evaluation of the SEGA software will be part of other WPs
(such as WP6). Nevertheless, the specification of the software is included here as it is part of the economic
modelling work of the project. Furthermore, SEGA is consider on of project’s assets with related stakeholders
being the utility (energy) companies such as SAMPOL and building managers.
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6
6.1

THE OPTI ECONOMIC SUSTAINABILITY EVALUATION AND THE DHC CBA TOOL
INTRODUCTION

OPTi will provide a holistic economic sustainability analysis through applying a novel cost benefit analysis
(CBA) tailored to the District Heating and Cooling networks and evaluated using the Lulea Energy pilot case.
The targets of the chosen methodology are to:
1. Combine the CBA assessment framework with the project’s defined Key Performance Indicators
(KPIs) and data from the OPTi framework
2. Provide a holistic evaluation considering also the social and environmental perspectives
3. Integrate the CBA analysis with the WP7 business modelling framework (presented in D7.4 Business
and Exploitation Plan ver.1).
Through this joint WP3, WP6 and WP7 work we foresee the following impacts for the project and the wider
Energy community:
1. To strengthen the exploitation potential of the OPTi assets by providing valuable input to the
business models and plans of the partners as well as guidelines for beneficial adoption of OPTi assets
by them.
2. To develop a DHC-tailored CBA methodology based on the EU’s Smart Grid Cost-Benefit analysis (as
discussed in the next section in more detail) that could be utilised in future DHC projects and
disseminated accordingly. The methodology can also be used as a DHC Smart Grid maturity
evaluation tool and will constitute one of OPTi assets
3. Produce and utilise tangible and justified economic KPIs for the OPTi project using best business
practices from the industry and filling a gap in the existing literature regarding DHC-specific
economic evaluation metrics.
4. Apply, further develop and promote EU’s work and propositions in the context of the Smart Grids
Task Force2 with regards to the CBA and economic appraisal of Smart Grid projects.

6.2

METHODOLOGY

The European Unions’ Joint Research Centre (JRC)3, Institute for Energy and Transport has developed
together with the US Department of Energy (DoE) a methodology for Smart Grid Cost-benefit analysis (CBA)
(EC, 2012).
This impact-assessment methodology provides the scientific framework for the CBA section of the EC
recommendations on smart metering deployment (EC, 2012a) and is in accordance with the Commission’s
‘Proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council’ for the implementation of Smart
Grid projects in line with the priority thematic area ‘Smart Grids deployments’.
The methodology is a modified version of the EPRI (Electric Power Research Institute)4 methodology tailored
to the EU context and provides the scientific framework and it consists of 3 steps as these are presented in
(EC, 2012):

2

https://ec.europa.eu/energy/en/topics/markets-and-consumers/smart-grids-and-meters/smart-grids-task-force

3

https://ec.europa.eu/jrc/en/institutes/iet

4

http://www.epri.com/
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1. An economic analysis in terms of a monetary appraisal that consists of a) the definition of boundary
conditions i.e. conditions that will shape the quantification of benefits in the environment under
consideration) b) identification of costs and benefits and c) a sensitivity analysis
2. A qualitative impact analysis in terms of a non-monetary appraisal i.e. considering (non measurable
in absolute numbers) externalities such as cost and benefits derived from broader social impacts like
security of supply, consumer participation, improvements to market functioning, contribution to
policy goals etc.
3. A combination of the above monetary and non-monetary appraisals that employs weights to
combine the different impacts of the qualitative analysis in accordance with their foreseen relevance.
It is important to note that this methodology is also combined with the assessment framework for Smart Grid
projects (EC, 2014) that, among others, proposes a set of KPIs for evaluating the performance to Smart Grid
networks. These KPIs have also provided valuable input to the OPTi KPIs.
The original EPRI methodology “provides a framework for evaluating economic, environmental, reliability,
safety and security benefits from the perspective of all the different stakeholders groups (utilities, customers
and society). Its aim is the identification of easy-to-understand, directly measurable and quantifiable
benefits” (EC, 2012). It is considered as the only Smart Grid targeted CBA in the literature, this being the main
rationale behind our selection as the basis of our framework, together of course with the fact that it is indeed
a holistic CBA framework covering nicely a wide variety of aspects.
OPTi, through its advanced control and optimisation methodologies and tools, envisages a smart DHCenabled environment that can potentially be integrated and form part of a wider Smart Grid architecture.
This constitutes an additional reason for the selection of the aforementioned methodology as suitable for
our environment. Our scope is:


To adopt and adapt the methodology to be more accurately tailored to the DHC environment,
especially in terms of economic and environmental cost and benefits and evaluate our core project
assets based on that and by exploiting our defined KPIs.



More specifically, the evaluation will provide input to the evaluation of Core KPI-5: Increased
economic benefit as will investigate the potential economic benefits derived from the introduction
of the OPTi assets in OPTi DHC pilot networks.



To generalize the methodology and so that can be utilized by DHC practitioners worldwide (including
EU projects) to evaluate apart from the economic benefit of their project’s exploitable assets, the
maturity of their DHC networks in terms of Smart Grid functionalities and associated benefits. This
will be performed through a number of compatibility checks with the corresponding functionalities
and benefits of DHC networks, thus indicating whether the DHC network under consideration can be
regarded as Smart Grid enabled.

The DHC-adapted economic assessment framework is presented in the next subsections, following the
general steps mentioned above. Each step of the methodology is explained, as well as the modifications made
for tailoring to the DHC environment. WP3 goals, in the context of the economic sustainability work, are to
a) define the methodology, b) set-up the tools (such as the appropriate economic spreadsheets) that will be
used by the project’s exploitation partners to complete the economic analysis and c) guide them through this
process via providing regular feedback, dedicated web conferences and tutorial sessions.
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Economic
CBA-driven
analysis
(monetary)

Qualitative
analysis
(nonmonetary)

DHC project economic evaluation

Figure 20. DHC adapted OPTi economic evaluation based on (EC, 2012)
In the current timeframe of the completion of this deliverable (M18) the project is going through its technical
integration and pilot executions phases. Thus, no results on KPIs from the various scenarios are available.
Therefore, the CBA methodology can eventually be applied up to a certain point, leaving the complete
evaluation to be concluded in the context of WP6 (project evaluation) and WP7 work (business modelling).
This complete evaluation will be thoroughly documented in the corresponding deliverables. In anyway, as
already mentioned the role of WP3 is to define the methodology and tools for performing this analysis at
later stages of the project, where data from the pilots’ evaluations are going to be available.

6.3

ECONOMIC ANALYSIS

The monetary appraisal of the project will consist of the following parts as graphically shown below:
Context definition
Boundaries & set
parameters
Definition of
project exploitable
assets

Assets to project
scenarios mapping

Project
characterisation
Technologies,
elements & goals
Assets to
functionalities
mapping

Benefits
Functionalities to
Benefits mapping

Baseline
conditions & KPIs

Costs

Costs – Benefits
comparison

Costs
quantification
CAPEX, OPEX

Annual &
Cumulative
Comparison

Benefits
monetisations
and beneficiaries

Completed in the context of WP3
(methodology definition and OPTi analysis)

Sensitivity
analysis

Net Present
Value

Tools and methodologies defined in WP3. Evaluation
to be performed in WP7 with WP6 inputs.

Figure 21. Framework for economic analysis
The first step (green box) will set the precise environment for the evaluation of OPTi. To accomplish this we
will need to first describe the current situation; for example: a) what type of network is the one in which the
new products or services will be integrated, b) what are the boundaries and parameters that could influence
the economic analysis and that pertain to the geographical and macroeconomic environments under
consideration.
The following steps (blue boxes) will consist of a number of tasks that will lead as a final outcome to the cost
benefit comparison of the OPTi followed by a sensitivity analysis. All these will be presented in detail in the
subsequent sections. As already mentioned, our methodology could also be applied to other DHC projects
i.e. it is tailored to the DHC area, and for that reason will be disseminated accordingly.
In particular, for each of the steps, below we present the methodology and the procedure followed for
completing it, and we reference the corresponding calculation spreadsheet (included in the Annexes), for
which we will use the term “CBA tool”.
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6.3.1

Step 1: Context definition

6.3.1.1

The notion of a “baseline” in our environment

As baseline (or “State A”) we consider the condition of the existing DHC network from Lulea Energy that is
simulated through the OPTi-framework. The OPTi assets (as shown in 6.3.1.3) once implemented will be the
technological means through which the network will reach the more advanced “State B”. In the course of
reaching that state, LEN will incur certain costs, for example in terms of investments and operational ones,
and will gain certain economic benefits in the long run, once State B is implemented and the economic results
are positive as projected by our evaluation.
6.3.1.2

Boundary conditions

Before initiating the CBA we have to establish a set of boundary conditions and set values for certain
parameters. These conditions will shape the quantification of benefits in the environment under
consideration and will indicate the assumptions that need to be taken into consideration in the evaluation
phase. By “environment” we denote the geographical and economic context of our CBA case i.e. Lulea Energy,
Sweden in this case. A level to the assumptions in terms of uncertainty (e.g. High/Medium/Low) could be
used if appropriate and/or the need of undertaking a sensitive analysis.
The following table presents the parameters, their definition based on [EU 2012] and how these apply in the
Lulea Energy case.
Boundary condition

Definition and DHC relevance

OPTi Use Case

BC1.

Discount rate

Considers the time value of money and
the risk or uncertainty of anticipated
future cash flows.

LEN uses a 7% discount rate.

BC2.

Time horizon

Specifies over how many years the
benefits and costs are to be analysed.

20 years to account for network
infrastructure costs with long ROI
(used for LEN business
calculations).

BC3.

Schedule of implementation

Depends on the context and the
stakeholders involved. In our case the
EU project and Lulea’s Energy business
model and value chain players.

Implementation will commence
(in terms of prototypes) in the
context of OPTi duration and will
continue after the end of the
project.

BC4.

Regulatory framework
impact

Have to take into account the regulatory
framework in the OPTi pilot countries
under consideration (Sweden and
Spain).

OPTi will analyse regulatory
issues and their impact in the
context of WP7 Task 7.4 Policies
and Environmental Sustainability,
thus providing input to this
boundary condition.

BC5.

Macroeconomic factors

Includes inflation rates or carbon costs
to be taken into account. The first will
be consider in our DHC environment.

Inflation rate that LEN uses is 2%.

BC6.

Implemented technologies

System design parameters, choices in
terms of technologies used for the
various technical implementations, etc.

The technical requirements,
architecture and design of the
OPTi assets are presented
extensively in the deliverables of
WP2.
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BC7.

Peak load transfer &
consumption reduction

The percentage of peak load transfer as
energy shifted from peak periods to offpeak periods.

The targets for our case are
defined by the projects defined
KPIs.

BC8.

Electricity demand

Not directly applicable in our DHC use
case. However, in our CBA analysis will
be substituted by other DHC specific
metrics like the demand of hot water.

Again, the targets for our case
are defined by the projects
defined KPIs.

Table 10. Lulea, Sweden boundary conditions
6.3.1.3

Definition of assets

The next step includes the identification of project assets. As our use case of CBA is OPTi, an EU-funded
research and innovation project, we define as “assets” the project’s exploitable results. For more details on
these and the related stakeholders please refer to the related WP7 deliverables. For the purposes of our
economic evaluation later on, we have mapped these assets to the project scenarios where these are going
to be demonstrated.
These are depicted in Table 12 of Annex I. In a “Yes/No” manner in the table we indicate which assets are
going to be demonstrated and validated from the various scenarios. For more information on the project
scenarios please refer to Deliverable D6.1: Integration and validation plan. This information is also important
for the evaluation phase of the project as the performance of each asset, a metric of potential impact, needs
to be taken into account in the definition of business models.
As can be seen there, the most promising assets that LEN can utilise towards making their network more
efficient and Smart Grid enabled in the future are those related to the control optimisation tools and the
OPTi Sim, as these can be effectively (and in short term) integrated in their network. Furthermore, these
assets are going to be thoroughly evaluated in the OPTi-framework thus ensuring that LEN’S DHC
requirements are successfully met.

6.3.2

Step 2: Project characterisation

6.3.2.1

Technologies, elements and goals

This step according to (EC, 2012) includes the following set of information:


the scale and dimension of the project (e.g. in terms of consumers served, energy consumption per
year)



the engineering features (e.g. the technologies adopted and the functionalities of the main
components), focusing on those affecting the CBA



the local characteristics of the grid (in our case DHC network, such as the length of the distributions
pipes, the number of substations, etc.)



the relevant stakeholders



a clear statement of the project’s objective and its expected socio-economic impact

All the aforementioned are presented in extensive detail in OPTI’s DoW and deliverables such as D2.3 System
architecture specification (some of the engineering features), D6.1 Integration and validation plan (the LEN
pilot site characteristics) and D7.4 Business and exploitation plan version 1 (the relevant stakeholders). Thus,
this information will not be repeated here. Summarized information relevant to the CBA is presented below.
The OPTi project (scaling up to 30 months) has the overall goal of applying smarter controlling and knowledge
of DH networks. This can be achieved, for example by integrating consumers in actions for reducing peak
loads in the production by a “smarter” usage of energy and making changes in the grid that can have positive
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aspects on distribution costs. Some of these scenarios will be evaluated by the CBA tool developed in the
OPTi-project (from the economic perspective). The results will be useful when making investments in the
network. For the CBA use case under consideration the scale of the project of implementing and integrating
OPTi assets to LEN DHC network extends the duration to the OPTi project.
The relevant stakeholders in our use case analysed via the OPTI CBA tool are mainly DHC companies like LEN
and SAMPOL. For more information on all the possible stakeholders for exploitation of OPTi assets please
refer to Deliverable 7.4: Business and exploitation plan.
The DHC system in Luleå supplies 31 000 households with heating and cooling on a daily basis. The heat is
mainly produced at the CHP plant at LuleKraft AB (LUKAB) close to the city centre. LUKAB supplies the base
heat production of 185 MW to the grid and gets the fuel from the neighbouring steel plant, SSAB, in the form
of surplus gas. During cold days when the CHP is not enough to manage the consumption in the DHC-network,
the auxiliary boilers placed out in the grid at strategic location are activated to supply extra heat into the grid.
These units are mainly using wood pellets, electricity and oil as fuel. Especially, oil and electricity are
expensive and non-environmentally friendly energy sources and are to be used only when the demand
exceeds the supply served by the main boiler. The total potential heat from these units is 350 MW
instantaneous power, which is enough to support the whole grid if the base production at LuleKraft AB should
fail.
A summary of the technical characteristics of OPTi LEN’s DHC network is provided below:


Network length: 800 km, supply plus return pipes



Number of delivery points: Around 31 000 households



Supplied energy: Approximately 800 GWh/year



Number of production units in the grid: 5

Additional (non-confidential) details on the Lulea network can be found in deliverable D6.1 Integration and
validation plan.
6.3.2.2

Mapping assets to functionalities

The next step of the CBA process is the mapping of project assets to functionalities illustrating if and how our
OPTi assets enable these smart functionalities. To make the list of Smart Grid functionalities DHC specific we
have started with the initial list from EC’s European Task Force for Smart Grids description (EC, 2011) and as
an intermediate step we have performed a DHC compatibility analysis: those functionalities that can also be
applicable in the DHC context were maintained in our CBA tool and those that not, were either completely
discarded from the analysis or they were altered to be DHC specific. Furthermore, we added additional DHC
specific ones.
The various functionalities were categorised under 6 categories as shown next. These were based on the
ones of our original methodology (EC, 2001) and modified where required for our DHC context as discussed
previously.
1. Enabling the DHC network to integrate users with new requirements
2. Enhancing efficiency in day-to-day DHC network operation
3. Ensuring network security, system control and quality of supply
4. Better planning of future DHC network investment
5. Improving market functioning and customer service
6. Enabling and encouraging stronger and more direct involvement of consumers in their energy usage
and management
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Next, the project assets (using a binary 0/1 mapping) as these were defined previously (Section Technologies,
elements and goals 6.3.2.1) were mapped to the functionalities depicting those functionalities that could be
enabled/activated by the implementation of the specific OPTi assets.
Table 13 to Table 18 of Annex A present the list of functionalities and the mapping to the assets.
An initial analysis shows that the OPTi Sim, the data analytics models and the ADR algorithms are those assets
that could potential enable a larger number of smart DHC functionalities (x axis presents the total number of
functionalities).

Figure 22. Number (summed) of functionalities enabled from OPTi assets

6.3.3

Step 3: Benefits

6.3.3.1

Mapping benefits to functionalities

The EPRI methodology (EPRI, 2010) has defined 22 Smart Grid benefits categorised into four main areas:
economic, reliability, environmental, and security. This step entails the mapping of these benefits to the DHC
selected functionalities of the previous step. The aim is to investigate if and how each of these functionalities
could contribute to any of the DHC specific benefits listed. As in the previous step, a DHC compatibility
analysis has been performed, to ensure that these benefits can be demonstrated in a DHC environment.
Furthermore, new DHC specific benefits have been added to the list in order to tailor it to the DHC network
context.
The 4 categories of benefits are presented in the next table:
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Economic benefits

Reliability benefits



Optimised DHC CHP plant Operation



Reduced Sustained Outages



Deferred Generation Capacity Investments



Reduced Major Outages



Reduced Ancillary Services Cost



Reduced Restoration Cost



Deferred DHC network Distribution
Capacity Investments



Reduced Momentary Outages





Reduced Sags and Swells

Reduced Equipment (e.g. valves, pumps)
Failures



Reduced peak loads



Reduced Distribution Equipment
Maintenance Cost

Environmental benefits


Reduced CO2 Emissions



Reduced Distribution Operation Cost



Reduced SOx, NOx, and PM-10 Emissions



Reduced Meter Reading and Operations
Cost



Reduced use of extra boilers with high
environmental cost



Reduced Electricity Losses



Reduced Hot Water Temperature



Reduced Oil Usage



Reduced Auxiliary (peak load) boilers
operation



Reduced wide scale production failure



Reduced water pipes leaks/failures

Security benefits



Reduced Electricity Cost



Optimized CHP plant production operation



Reduced energy losses (incl. from DHC hot
water)
Table 11. Smart DHC benefits

Once, the compatibility analysis is completed, the benefits are mapped to the functionalities (Section 6.3.2.2)
that they can deliver these benefits. As an example, the mapping for the first two categories of benefits are
presented in Table 19 to Table 24 of Annex A.
Using as an example the first category we can see that there is a large number of functionalities that once
implemented (as part of our assets) they can contribute to deriving economic benefits such as reducing
energy losses, distribution operation cost and by optimising CHP plant operation, from example via the OPTi
control optimisation techniques.
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Figure 23. Number (summed) of functionalities enabled from OPTi assets

6.3.3.2

Baseline conditions and KPIs

In section 6.3.1.1 we have described what a “baseline condition” is in our environment that is in the “Business
as Usual” scenario. Moreover, Section 6.3.2.1 presents in more technical detail this environment in our use
case i.e. the Lulea DHC network, prior to the adoption of the OPTi assets. A CBA analysis is based on the cost
benefit comparison between the baseline scenario and the one (after the project completion) that will consist
of the implementation of the project assets. Nonetheless, such a comparison can only be made with tangible
quantifiable metrics. These metrics should clearly demonstrate that the performance and capabilities of the
new network are better (or not, although this is not considered a likely outcome!) compared to our baseline
case, in other terms that the benefits are justified and validated5.
To quantify and monetize the benefits in our use case we have two available and well-defined sets of metrics
in our disposal. The first one includes the OPTi Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) as these were defined in
the requirements and specification phase of the project and presented in Deliverable D2.1: State-of-the-art,
scenarios, requirements and KPIs. The second is the guide to calculation of benefits presented in Annex II of
(EC, 2012) widely used in the evaluation of Smart Grids today. Both will be utilised in the course of the CBA
analysis exploiting also input from the project trials.

6.3.4

Step 4: Costs

Step 4 encompasses the detailed analysis of the costs incurred in order to move from the baseline to State B
(i.e. costs of the deployment of project assets) and to support the operations of the latter. Thus, both capital
(CAPEX) and operational expenditures (OPEX) have to be included within the Time Horizon defined, for both
the “Business as Usual” scenario and the OPTi-enabled one. After estimating costs and revenues (as will be
briefly explained in the next section) we can calculate a set of socio-economic metrics for each scenario that

5

It is good practice in CBAs to use incremental, or marginal, costs and benefits associated with Smart Grid investments when
developing baselines, as they comprise the incremental component of both costs and benefits (EC, 2012).
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will eventually allow us to assess the socio-economic sustainability of OPTi technologies (more details in the
next sub-section).
In the Lulea Energy case, the capital expenditures (CAPEX) consist of the following 4 main cost categories:


Annual investment to support peak load, which refers to any new infrastructure that seemed
appropriate to meet future demand. This infrastructure could follow the OPTi paradigm (such as
installing new pipes of increased diameter, new control valves and special software and hardware
for DR schemes), adding more capacity via auxiliary boilers and new pumps, or even both.



Annual investment to support ancillary services, such as software and hardware for scheduling and
dispatch, load following, as well as, system protection.



Annual investment for ICT equipment, such as Customer Premises Equipment (Smart Meters,
temperature sensors, etc.), workstations and servers for supporting operations.



Annual investment for replacing old equipment in CHP plants and substations (such as boilers, steam
turbines, generators, etc.) as well as in distribution system (e.g., old pipes). More specifically, this
refers to the amount paid in order to proactively replace (or service) infrastructure that needs
maintenance.

Similarly, we have broken down the OPEX into the following 6 main categories:


Wholesale Power, which refers to the costs of the inputs used to produce hot water (i.e., waste gases,
pellets, electricity and oil). Furthermore, we have included a set of inefficiency factors for capturing
the extra hot water production that is needed in order to meet the actual demand (since energy
delivered < energy produced). A non-exhaustive list of such potential inefficiency sources, whose
effect will be evaluated during OPTi trials and demos, is the following:
o

inefficiency due to control valves in DHC substations;

o

inefficiency due to operational zones of generation units;

o

inefficiency due to pipe diameter;

o

inefficiency due to control strategies that currently ignore aspects like the inertia of the
building, solar radiation, social activities;

o

inefficiency due to control subsystem of the overall DHC network;

o

inefficiency due to high supply temperature;

o

inefficiency due to pumping process;

o

inefficiency due to other technical factors (e.g., poor insulation of pipes, long distance
covered); and

o

inefficiency due to uninformed, or ill motivated consumers (i.e., absence of DR schemes);



Business Operations, Project Management & Administration, which refers to the number of
employees necessary to support operations.



Maintenance (service, repairing & configuration cost) which involves the costs in order to reactively6
fix (or repair) damaged infrastructure



ICT costs for SW licenses, Data Services (leased lines, xDSL, cellular), Calling Services (e.g., for
customer support), Data Analytics, etc.

6

Annual investment for replacing old equipment in CHP plants and substations under CAPEX involves proactive maintenance costs
only.
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Logistics, mainly cost for fuel necessary for troubleshooting remote problems



Penalties, such as foregone revenues due to outages



Bad Debt (i.e., overdue payments from customers that are unlikely to be paid)

The CBA template for both the OPTi-enabled and “Business as Usual” scenarios appears in Table 25 of Annex
A.

6.3.5

Step 5: Costs and benefits comparison

Having identified the costs and benefits in terms of CAPEX and OPEX for both the State A and State B
conditions of the LEN DHC network, the next step in our CBA tool is to perform a cost-benefit comparison,
by employing widely used economic metrics, such as the Internal Rate of Return (IRR) and the Present Value
(PV) of the free cash flows7 of each option. In order to calculate such economic metrics the implemented CBA
tool focuses not only on costs incurred, but on the expected revenues from service offerings. In the case of
Lulea Energy, we should compute the revenues from supplying hot water and energy to each of the two
customer segments (low and high-energy consumers) by taking into account the number of subscribers, the
average annual consumption and the associated tariffs (namely fixed fee, energy fee and flow fee).
Furthermore, we can compare the benefits obtained with the “Business as Usual” scenario and the OPTienabled one by means of a set of KPIs. The CBA tool currently calculates 14 KPIs, which also appear in (EC,
2012), such as i) Deferred generation investments for peak load plants, ii) Optimised Generator Operation,
iii) Reduced Distribution Operation Cost, iv) Reduced Electricity Losses and v) Reduced Momentary Outages.
Furthermore, for each particular KPI, the following methods are supported:


a cumulative –over time- comparison (called “SUM”), in terms of absolute benefits when OPTi
technologies are adopted,



a cost-benefit ratio (referred to as “SUM%”), in terms of benefits in State B relative to the benefits in
State A,



a cumulative –over time- comparison (called “PV”) that is the sum of all the discounted future
benefits in the defined timeframe (not absolute values). Computing the present value of the
respective cash flows stream is widely accepted as a better measure of profitability, calculated
starting from the baseline year and by applying a discount rate in the projected benefits that our
assets are expected to generate, when a cash flow today is more valuable than an identical cash flow
in the future.

Each of the KPIs computed is also related to one of the benefit categories described in section 6.3.3.1. The
full list of supported KPIs and their mapping to Benefitσ appears in Table 26 of Annex A.

6.3.6

Step 6: Sensitivity analysis

The goal of the sensitivity analysis8 is to find the range of values of the various variables and parameters
within which a positive outcome of a CBA is attained. In our CBA we have already identified a range of
variables that can affect the result. For example in 6.3.1.2 we discussed how geographical and economic
conditions in Sweden are important in our analysis and in the course of our cost projections we have used
variables such us those relating to the cost of energy (market prices) or the customers’ demand or growth
rate of the future LEN DHC network. This step is about modifying a number of these critical values so that we
examine different scenarios that will impact the outcome of the project positively or negatively. The

7

the earnings after extracting interests, taxes, amortization and depreciation costs

8

Sensitivity analysis: “a technique used to determine how different values of an independent variable will impact a particular
dependent variable under a given set of assumptions” [Source: http://www.investopedia.com/terms/s/sensitivityanalysis.asp]
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sensitivity analysis will be completed in the final version of the OPTi economic evaluation in WP7 as it
depends on having concluded the CBA with the full set of information (data) from our trial.

6.4

QUALITATIVE IMPACT ANALYSIS (NON-MONETARY APPRAISAL)

As discussed in Section 6.2, OPTi aims to provide a holistic socioeconomic evaluation by performing a
qualitative impact analysis in terms of a non-monetary appraisal i.e. considering (non measurable in absolute
numbers) externalities such as cost and benefits derived from broader social impacts like security of supply,
consumer participation, improvements to market functioning, contribution to policy goals etc.
Furthermore, the application of OPTi assets could result in other indirect benefits for LEN, the society and
the environment as a result of fostering innovation and increasing consumer engagement in more energy
efficient solutions and services, such as the Automated Demand Response (ADR) policies investigated by OPTi
and discussed in sections 3 and 4 of this document. (EC, 2012) has already identified in Section 5 a number
of such externalities for Smart Grids. However, OPTi will perform its own analysis aiming to identify DHC
specific externalities for the wider energy community.
The final outcome of the project economic evaluation will therefore include a narrative description of these
externalities and a qualitative appraisal (for example by using appropriate indicators and weights) on how
these could affect the project. In that context we will consider using the EC Task Force’s proposition of
producing a vector of the qualitative impact analysis with respect to policy objectives and externalities as
outlined in Section 5 of (EC, 2012).
The qualitative impact analysis will be performed at the end of the project as this requires the conclusion of
the monetary appraisal.
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7

GENDER ISSUES

OPTi takes into serious consideration the effect of gender issues across all of its activities, including the
modelling work of WP3. An initial analysis has been performed in the context of deliverable D3.1. The analysis
has identified a number of possible areas that gender issues can be of importance, especially for DR
designers. These are revisited and presented again below as guidelines/suggestions:
Consumers preference modelling
-

Models and user profiling could account for various distributions of male and female consumers

Motivating consumer participation
-

Framing incentives by gender and age should be considered. Furthermore, in the methodologies
exploiting behavioural aspects presented in Section 4 the DR designer could employ additional
weights to fine-tune the models e.g. in terms of consumer altruism, as various age groups exhibit
different behaviours in that sense. However, this has to be justified by scientific evidence from the
areas of psychology and social, cognitive sciences.

Trials planning
-

Equal gender distribution when selecting users for field trials should be ensured. This is something
that will be taken into account in the OPTi trials.

Data analysis
-

Analysis of trials results per different genders and ages could yield interesting results that could be
exploited by the designers for creating more efficient customised incentives.

Behavioural Economics
-

Researchers should elaborate more on how human decision making and/or a range of already
defined behavioural biases is affected by the gender of people (out of the context of OPTi).
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8

CONCLUSION

This document presented the work performed in the context of WP3 and subsequent tasks in accordance to
the objectives set in the DoW (Tasks 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3) and contributing to the economic analysis and
evaluation of the OPTi project. A number of novel methodologies, tools and approaches for the DHC (and not
only) energy environment have been proposed and validated. In addition to that, presented the WP3 related
assets as well as the economic evaluation work to follow in the context of WP6 and WP7. Moreover, a number
of these theoretical economic concepts and WP3 outcomes have already being demonstrated through the
WP3 prototypes (D3.3 and D3.4) with more of them being integrated and demonstrated later in the project
in the context of other technical workpackages and towards the completion and validation of the OPTi
framework.
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ΑNNEX A – COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS TABLES

Table 12. OPTi core project assets and scenarios
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Table 13. Assets to functionalities mapping – Category 1
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Table 14. Assets to functionalities mapping – Category 2
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Table 15. Assets to functionalities mapping – Category 3
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Table 16. Assets to functionalities mapping – Category 4
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Table 17. Assets to functionalities mapping – Category 5
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Table 18. Assets to functionalities mapping – Category 6
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Table 19. DHC benefits to functionality mapping – Category 1
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Table 20. DHC benefits to functionality mapping – Category 2
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Table 21. DHC benefits to functionality mapping – Category 3
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Table 22. DHC benefits to functionality mapping – Category 4
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Table 23. DHC benefits to functionality mapping – Category 5
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Table 24. DHC benefits to functionality mapping – Category 6
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Year
0
Cost Driver
Cost Driver 1
1 Input

overall peak hourly
production capacity for
hot water (MWh)
total number of
subscribers requiring
new pipes

% of subscribers
requiring new control
valves

additional storage item
cost (K Kr)

CPE unit cost (K Kr)

Cost Driver 2 Cost Driver
2 Input

auxiliary boiler cost
of 50MWh capacity
(K Kr)
pipe cost per 100
subscribers (K Kr)

control valve cost
(K Kr)

CAPEX (Capital Expenditures)

Unit

Annual investment to support peak load
(including installation, insulation, digging &
ducting, etc)

K Kr/year

New Auxiliary Boilers

K Kr/year

New pipes (e.g., of increased diameter)

K Kr/year

cumulative installation rate of new pipes
New pumps

%
K Kr/year

New control valves

K Kr/year
%

cumulative installation rate of new control valves
Software and Hardware for DR schemes (e.g.,
LCT04 host system)

K Kr/year

Storage systems (for extra pellets etc)

K Kr/year

Other
Annual investment to support ancillary
services
Software and Hardware for scheduling and
dispatch

K Kr/year

Other
Annual investment for ICT equipment
Customer Premises Equipment (Smart Meters,
temperature sensors, etc)
Workstations, Servers (excluding ones for DR
schemes)
Other

K Kr/year
K Kr/year
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K Kr/year
K Kr/year

K Kr/year
K Kr/year
K Kr/year

1
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Annual investment for replacing old
equipment (including installation, insulation,
digging & ducting, etc)
CHP plants, substations (boilers, feed water, air
Fan, Combustion Blower, Steam turbine,
Generator, etc)

Cost Driver

Cost Driver
Input

rest technical
inefficiencies rate
social efficiency rate
change in consumption
profile
peak hours production
%

K Kr/year

Pipes
Pumps

K Kr/year
K Kr/year

Storage systems, spinning reserves, etc
Other

K Kr/year
K Kr/year

OPEX (Operational Expenditures)
Wholesale Power

control valves
inefficiency rate
operational zones
inefficiency rate
pipe diameter
inefficiency rate
control strategies
inefficiency rate
control subsystem
inefficiency rate
supply temperature
inefficiency rate
pumping process
inefficiency rate

K Kr/year

Total Production for Hot Water
inefficiency due to control valves in DHC
substations
inefficiency due to operational zones
inefficiency due to pipe diameter
inefficiency due to control strategies
inefficiency due to control subsystem
inefficiency due to high supply temperature
inefficiency due to pumping process
inefficiency due to other technical factors (e.g.,
poor insulation of pipes, long distance covered)
efficiency gained from better informed/motivated
consumers
total yearly change in Total Production
Total Production during peak hours
overall peak hourly production for hot water
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Unit
K Kr/year
MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh
%
MWh
MWh
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Average Production Cost
yearly change in Average Production Cost
Business Operations, Proj. Mgnt &
Administration
Managers
FTEs
FTE cost
Senior (highly-skilled) Employees

% on Y0 investment
% on Y0 investment

availability

%
K Kr/year
K Kr/year
FTE/month
K Kr/year
K Kr/year

FTEs
FTE cost

FTE/month
K Kr/year

Rest Employees (workers, secretaries, etc)
FTEs

K Kr/year
FTE/month

FTE cost
Maintenance (service, repairing &
configuration cost)
% on Y0 investment

Kr/MWh

DHC infrastructure maintenance
ICT infrastructure maintenance
Maintenance of Ancillary SW & HW

K Kr/year
K Kr/year
K Kr/year
K Kr/year
K Kr/year

Other (vehicles, etc)
ICT costs

K Kr/year
K Kr/year

SW licenses
Data Services (leased lines, xDSL, cellular)

K Kr/year
K Kr/year

Calling Services (e.g., for customer support)
Data Analytics

K Kr/year
K Kr/year

Other
Logistics

K Kr/year
K Kr/year

Fuel
Other (bills etc)
Penalties

K Kr/year
K Kr/year

Foregone revenues (e.g., due to outages)
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Bad debt

% on Revenues

Revenue Driver
annual increase rate of
subs
Connected load (KW)
power term (SEK/kW)
energy price (SEK/kWh)
flow term (SEK/m3)
annual increase rate of
subs
Connected load (KW)
power term (SEK/kW)
energy price (SEK/kWh)
flow term (SEK/m3)

Parameter

Amortization Years

Revenue
Driver
Input

REVENUES
Hot Water for low-energy consumers
Subscribers

K Kr/year

Unit

K Kr/year
K subscribers

Fixed fee Kr/month/subscriber
Energy fee Kr/month/subscriber
Average Monthly Energy consumption
KWh
Flow fee Kr/month/subscriber
Average monthly heating water flow
m3
Hot Water for large consumers
Subscribers

K Kr/year
K subscribers

Fixed fee Kr/month/subscriber
Energy fee Kr/month/subscriber
Average Monthly Energy consumption
KWh
Flow fee Kr/month/subscriber
Average monthly heating water flow
Asset residual value

m3
K Kr

FINANCIAL RESULTS
EBITDA

K Kr/year

D&A

K Kr/year

amortization

K Kr/year

asset residual value
EBIT
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Tax

Income Tax

K Kr/year

Free Cash Flows

K Kr/year

Internal Rate on Investment (IRR)
Rate

scenario NPV

Table 25. The CBA template for each option
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KPI

Benefits

Deferred generation investments for peak load plants

Deferred Generation Capacity Investments

Deferred Distribution Capacity Investments

Deferred Distribution Capacity Investments

Deferred generation investments for peak load plants

Deferred Generation Capacity Investments

Deferred generation investments for spinning reserves

Deferred Generation Capacity Investments

Reduced Ancillary Service Cost

Reduced Ancillary Service Cost

Reduced Equipment Failures

Reduced Equipment Failures

Optimised Generator Operation

Optimised Generator Operation

Reduced Distribution Operation Cost

Reduced Distribution Operation Cost

Reduced Distribution Equipment Maintenance Cost

Reduced Distribution Equipment Maintenance Cost

Reduced Meter Reading Cost

Reduced Meter Reading Cost

Reduced Electricity Losses

Reduced Electricity Losses

Reduced Momentary Outages

Reduced Momentary Outages

Detection of anomalies relating to Contracted Power

Detection of anomalies relating to Contracted Power

Deferred generation capacity investments due to asset
amortisation

Deferred Generation Capacity Investments

Deferred distribution capacity investments due to asset
amortisation

Deferred Distribution Capacity Investments

Table 26. The supported KPIs and their mapping to Benefits
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